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113. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 29 December 1948, Soviet Union: Austrian Treaty
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EASTERN ~UROPE· 

SOVIET UNION 

Austrian Treaty Soviet willingness to resume four-power 
discussions on the Austrian peace treaty · 

. may be accompanied by a more conciliatory attitude in an 
attempt to achieve an early settlement. Prospects have Im
proved for a SOViet compro:mise on.the major points of d!s·· 
agreemant which were not resolved during the last cQDference. 
The USSR may ost.ensibly champion the Yugoslav people by 

· initially supporting Yugoslav t.erritorial c!a.tms, in order to 
strengthen the Sovietbargatntng :position with the West. Be-
cause of the Tlto..stalln rift, however, U ts unlikely that-the 
USSR will wish to break off negotiations over tilts issue. · 
Moreover p tbe El-emlin may now consider that: (ll a rehahll
flated Austria could serve as a bridge over whlch· needed 
western materiall1 and machlnery could flow to the USSR; 
and (2) despite 1M calculated.rtsk of quadripartite withdrawal, 
an·."unoceupted'> Austr_ta may be more susceptible to Commu
ntst tnflltratton. · \llJaese considerations may impel the USSR 

- to adopt a more reasonable approach to the thorny question 
of external German assets in regard to both the lump sum 
to be paid by Aust:Jia to the USSR for restoration of German 
external assets and'. the amount and type ol properties to be 
tu.med over to the USSR. The achievement of a reasonable 
compromise wCNld 2180 strengthen. SO'ftet propaganda claims_ 
that the USSR ts leading the world effort to further peace. 
Consequently, as ~• as the Kremlin considers tt possible 
to reach an Austrian t.\ettlement, the USSR ts unlikely to 
initiate strong measot'\~s whldl wou.ld disrupt the present 
quadrtpartite admmtstt-atlon. 

-5-
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114. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 14 January 1949, Eastern Europe: Communist
Penetration; Soviet Intentions in Germany
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EASTERN .E:URQPE 

Commun~st . 'Penetration · Soviet determination to use the · 
World Federation of Democratic 

Yout.h (WFDY) .and, its component national youth movemepts 
. as instruments for the penetration of western European . 
3.rmed forces is sugg·ested by a report that WF.DY delegates 

· recently attended a secret Paris conference held for this 
purpose. Although the WFDY h..'ls become an increasingly 
effective arm of Commum.st propa.ganda (it claims 50 million 
members in 60 eOUlltries). it has ostensibly left penetration 
work to Communist Pa...-ty cadres. The soviet deleJP!te at the 
Paris Conference, however, reportedly.dtscussed 'disinte
gration work and the training of partisans,,. citing Commu
nist .activity in the French Army as an example for Brtttsh 
and US youth grOQps,and calling for ,.conscript clubS" as 
. the initial· step in s1.1ch work. Plans fw such increased 
penetration a.cUVity are also indicated by: (1) tJie Kremlin's 
designation of an important.Soviet Youth official tQ attend the· 
]?arts· meeting; (2) an appeal by .the 'h"FDY to. younger army 
elements; and (S) an accelerated campaign by the WFDY to 
bolster European and Latin American support for the Soviet 
drive in -.defense of peace. vr 

SOVIET UNlON 

Soviet Intentions Recerit S0\1~ and Satellite propaganda. 
indicates that the Kremltn may now con

sider the early formation of ~ east German state to offer 
several advantages. Rather than attempt to cast the blame 
i'.o1· a split Germany ·upon the westun powers by waiting until 
the establishment of a west German prOVisional government, 
the USSR may·now i'jusitty•s for:rnatioa of an east German 
state which claims sovereignty over. all ot Germany on the 
grounds that current ~ans for ~~ west German state are 
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SOVIET UNION 

virtually completed. Such prqnganda claims, however, 
wa.ild.ba.ve 11We effect within Germany. Althqh actual 
Soviet troop withdra'\Vals following establishment of the 
new state would depend upon how qulckly the USSR could 
safely transfer authority to the German puppet regime, the 
USSR could easily recognize the new German state and then 
accede to its request for the continncd presence of Soviet 
soldiers. The Kremlin would probably estimate that such 
an arrangement, if accompa.nled by partial withdrawal and 
implying later complete wtthdra-wal, would bave a propa
ganda appeal throughout Germany and coold .result ln In
creased demands for withdrawal of the western powers. 
In addition to these advantages for the USSR, some measure 
of Soviet prestige within Germany might be sal'vaged and 
general attention would be temPorarlly diverted from the 
Berlin blockade. Moreover, the USSR could avoid at !eaet 
part1a.J. responsibility for the contlnoatton of the blockade 
by tnststfng that the Communist rump government had 
control over Berlin. In any event, such an actton would have 
the effect of. intl3rJect1ng an allegedly legal government fo!' 
all Germany into the Berlin confitct. 

- '1 -
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115. Daily Summary Excerpt, 18 January 1949, The Soviet Propaganda Shift
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ANNEX 

18 January 1949 

THE SOVIET PROPAGANDA SlllFT 

The re occurrence of a Soviet propaganda ''peace 
offenstve O does not reflect a sincere desire by the Kremlin 
to negotiate outstanding east-west differences, except on . 
Soviet terms. Neither does the Kremlin expect the US or 
the western governments to give serious consideration to 
the avowed Soviet desire for east-west agreement. 

The Kremlin is attempting to vreaken the position of 
the western powers and to delay positiw western action by 
propaganda designed to: (a) create the filusion that the west
ern powers, led by the US, are blocking an equitable solutton· 
of east-west problems; (b) ostensibly alleviate world tension 
in an attempt to persuade the new US Congress that current 
proposals for defense a.net foreign aid expenditures are un
necessary; (c) instill doubt and hesltatton, both in the US 
and In western Europe, concerning the need for pa.rticipa.
tton in the proposed Atlantic-Pa.ct; and (d) enable the Com
munist Parties in western Europe to regain some of the 
prestige a.nd popular support lost during the recent months 

· of direct action. 

In making this tactical shift in its propaganda 
approach now, the Kremlin probably desired to take ad
-vantage of: (a) the convening of the US. 81st Congress; (b) 
the appointment of a new US Secretary.of State; (e) German 
dissattsfacti~ withp and ·cestern European misgivings over, 
the recent Ruhr decisions; and (d) the current discussions 
concerning the Atlantic Pact. Adoption of this propaganda. 
Une, however, has not committed the USSR to any specific 
course of action. The USSR can be expected to emphasize 
this approach as long as the Kremlin considers that it ts con
tributing to the long-range Soviet program to defeat western 
recovery and defense efforts. On the other hand, the USSR will 
probably make still another tactical propaganda shift if the 
present approach encounters vigOf.9\ffim~iltti\nc:::e:.:·----?.__ 

_ i _ l'W CHANGE in Class• 
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116. Intelligence Memorandum 124, 19 January 1949, Continuing Instability in Greece
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· 19 Janu.ar7 1949 

.'UIDUH NO. 124 

SUBJ"Bm': Cont1nuing lnstabili-ey :In Greece 

1. Greece, alt.hough atill i'ree or Soviet--COlllllWtlst dollination, :is 
:In a dangerous state of'. nr and political and economic instability despite 
allllost two years of extensiw lE military- am economic aid totaling 
app:ox:Lma.te~ '7SO million dollars; 

2. The economic rehabilitation o£ Greece would be a long, difficult, 
and expensive task eTett if tbel'e wre no guerrilla warf'are or political 
:lnsta.bility. 'Extensive dalne.ge caused by World War II ~ been super
imposed on a cotmt.r,: ba"ling auch hd:lgenous pr-ob~ms as limited lam 
:resources, cnerpopulation, an agriculture ·oriented towal"d the production 
of semi--luxury products, am pr1Jll1tive agricultural, mining, and industrial 
methods as well as an archa1c comunications system. 

3. The political.situation in. Greeee has long been precarious, and 
Greek political leadership bas been mediocre. Five years o:f' prewar 
dictatorabip stU~ no.r.mal. Jl()litical lite and pt'eYtl:iited the developi18nt 
ot yoUIJg politiOials. Jitoreowr, the war its,lf and postwar excesses haw 
led the pollt5a1ans to asSUlfS bitter an4 UDCOll!pl:'Omising positions. Selfish 
partisan interest; political. bic~ing, and an 'IXDIFisl<W wreaucrao:r baTe 

· depr-iftd the ~k people- ot·COIIIPStent ~nt and of a aouroe of 
insp1ra1.ion in their present struggle for sum.val. 

4. The guenilla war is the :immediate cause of ci:mt1nuing Greek 
instabilltJ'. The USSR and the satellites are seeldng to dominate Greece 
through the instrument; or the ·1oca1 Clallmmd.st Part:r am its guerrill.z. 
organisation. In Y1ew ot Greece's 500-mile nor1.hern n-ontie?' and the 
IIOWtta1nous terrain ot the countey, the satell1tes can easi],Y and at 
little · expense turn1sh tactical and material aid to the guerrillas in the 
UIC>unt; necessa1T t_o perpet,uate econoin:lc aDi political :1.nstabillt:r, counter• 
act the psychological and economic value ot US a.id, and promote a pro
gressiw deterioration of i;he natioml will to resist. The Greek Anq, 
on the other hand. has sttf'f'ered f'rOl!l a defensiTe rather than o:f:tensive 
spirit9 lack of aggressiveness. bad timing, and inadequate training for 
anti-guerrilla JIIOUll+..ain warf'are~ together with poor leadership in th& high 
collllll!lnd and political interterenoe. 

5. The US aid program. bas been attempting to solve this threefold 
problem. On the eoonom:t.c side, it bas made som progress in rebuilding 
vital roads, ports, and O'ther f'aoilities am. in stabilizing the currency 
and rerl-nng trade. The guerrillas, however, have succeeded in conntering 

-
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US aid b.r sabotage, terrorizati.on of the agricultural population, and 
creation of an enormous l'efugee burden for- the Greek state. Also, the 
guerrilla 'Wm- and its attendant evils hs.vo made Greek busines81118n afraid 
to inTest their 1realth in Greece. While in tbaory US funds, material, 
and technicians are sui'ticient for restoring the economy- of Greece, 
successful completion or the task is prevented b)' the political and 
milltaey factors. · · 

· 6. The elections of 1946 brought to ponr the aonal'cho-rigbtist 
Populist Party- dollin&ted. b.r Tsaldaris. US pressure has on several 
occasions forced the Popalists to. "broadanct the gcmirnlD9nt by including 
Centriata and Liberals. lh1le; inclnsion of these elements h..u given 
at least the appearance ot a De liberal government, it has in f'act 
increased dissension. conf'usidn, and disunity. No po~itical party· or 
i.ndi'rldua.J. has presettted a concrete progr8.lll, and no political party or 
indiTidual. has so f'ar. subordinated part7 politics to national interests. 
So .far the U3 has heslia.ted. to intertere directly' in Greek politics or 
to impose needed~; the Athens political 11118r.l"T•go-roum oonthrues. 
with the same .faces appearing and reappearing, and popular oontide:nce 
in the goire.rnment continues to decrease. · 

7. British training 811d US milit81"7. supplies and tac.,tical advice 
have more than ottset corresponding aid. obtained b,y the guerrillas fr0111 

· the satellites. The guel'rillas, however, continua to possess tbe 
advantages of terrain, mobilit:". short supply lines. escape l"outes, am 
retuga areas. Good leadership and high morale in the Greek Al"lll,Y could 
Pl"Obab]y' offset these advantages to the extent · of e:M.bllng the arm,y to 
clean up the guerrilla pockets in the Pelop01m8BUS and southern and 
central· Greece, and to contain the guerrillas in the· frontier areas,.. 

8. U3 aid to Greece has f'allen f'ar short; of achiffing its ultieate 
opjectiTe; ii. has, neTei'the_less, pre,rented the dnelop!lallt of a aituation 
tar· WOl"Be than that which now prevail.so If' assured that US aid will 
not be withdrawn or decreased,· and provided coapetent iaada·rship beoolll88 
available, the Greek people and 8l'lll9d f'orces are capable of contiJm:ing 
the war against the guerrU.b(a. Pa:ychologi~al]y', bmre~er, the GreekS
after OYer eight years ot war, hunger; disease, and prl'l'ation-- are 
wearj'. of f'igbting a war which lflll»:F' of: them have C01ne to regard more as 
a part of the major clash betnen East and West than as mere~ their own 
struggle f'or existence. 
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117. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 28 January 1949, Eastern Europe: Communist
Dictatorships; Satellite Economy
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EASTERN EUROPE 

Conununtat Dtctatorshtps The Kl'emltn apparently feels 
. that the Communists of Bulprta, 

Rnmanta. and Hungary are strong enough to dispense with 
the fiction that these countries are democratic states. Com
munist leaders tn the three SateUttes have recently declared 
that the Soviet-sponsored ·regtmes are· now ''dictatorships 
of the proletariat. u Matyas Rakosl, Secretary General of 
the Hungarian Communtst Party, has also stated that these 
"dlcfatorshlpsu represent one type of government necessary 
to the transttton from a capitalist to a socialist state. The 
~ admissloil that.the Communist Party Is the controlli.ng 
power 1n Hungary indicates the early establishment of a 
Natioml Front government, another basic type of Soviet 
regime which has already appeared In Bulgaria and Rumanta. 

satentte Economy The formation of the Council of Mutual 
· · Economic Assistance t,y the USSR at 

tbts time indicates thlit it ts a defenslft measure designed 
to offset the .successes of the European recovery program • 
. This Soviet-directed CouneU wU1 attempt to coordinate 
further the economtes of Poland, Hungary;;Rumanta, Czecho .. 
slo181da, and Bulgaria as a major step toward their eventual 
integration with the eCOROlnJ of the USSR. Although thts 
latest Soviet move ts undoubtedJJ part of a long-range plan, 
the Immediate Kremltn objectives are to counterbalance the 
ad~rse effects on eastern European morale of the rela.Uvely 
rapid economic recovery In western Eurq,e and to prevent 
the spread ot nationaltstlc-economlc heresies, such as Tito's. 
The Council's formation may have sonie propaganda value 
by renewing hope within the satellite countries that mutual 
cooperation may improve the low standard of living. Tbe 
Council wm result In some Improvements In the Satellite 
economies by provl<lfng for more effective planning and more 
. efficient distribution. Despite the fiction ~ economic equality, 
the Council's formatkm will inevitably result in tightened 
control of the eastern European economies by the Kremlin. 

-5-
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118. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 February 1949, Moscow Meeting of Soviet-Satellite
Military Leaders; Further Kremlin Overtures Predicted
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4 i=TB 1949 
904 

EURO~ 

l. USSR: Moscow meeting of Sovlet-Ba.tellite mU\!nL_1eaders--
US Embassy Moscowtiiiiismlts a reUaQe repo f b)gn-
level Czechoslov.ik and Polish mUUary delegattons have 
arrived there. The Embassy belie,ms tat an "elaboraUon 
of Sovtet-satelllte military intagra.tlan •• may be the next 
step after the recent establlShment of the Council of. Mutual 
Economic Assistance. The US Military Atla.che in Moscow 
suggests that a conference of Sovtet-satentte military leaders 
may foreshadow the amiauncement of a mUltary pact which 
would be ana.lagous to tbe mutual -.ld CCltD.Cil ln the economic 
sphere. 

{CIA Comment: CIA. believes that the formation of 
a defense council is the Kremlin~s next logical move as a 
countermeasu.-e to the North Atla.Qtic Pact. However, such 
a defense council would mean little mQl"e than a formaliza
tion of the ezfsting integration of con.trorJ. of military forces.) 

Further Kremlin overtures predicted--Tbe us Mili
tary Attache in Moscow, In an analysis of Stalin's second 
press lntervtew, predicts that tile Kremlin wUl make "further 
overtures" in the neu future. The MA believes that the 
Soviet and Sa.t.elllt.e populace, a.ad perhaps a sizable segment 
of world opinion, wUl accept the Sovif!t-tnsptred thesis that 
"Sta.lbl strove for peaceful settlement and· Truman refused. 11 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that the Kremlin wm 
make addttlona.l propaganda. overtures ill. an effort to obtain, 
US agreement to enter Snto bilat.eral negotiations with the 
USSR.) 

I 
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119. Daily Summary Excerpt, 11 February 1949, Evidence of Soviet Aid to Chinese
Communists
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GENERAL 

1. Evidence of material Soviet ald to Chinese Communtsts--
: , i: .a f? t ? 1 repcita 

tbat be bas seen ··nunareas ot ZSOVU!1-mwe 1..a'1lcks1 ' In the 
environs of that city. 

(CIA Comment: This eyewitness report by a reliable 
US observer Is the first conclustve evidence that the Chinese 
Commtm.fsts possess Sovtet materiel ln volume.) 

11 FEB 1949 

910 
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120. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 11 February 1949, Soviet Military Bloc
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EASTERN EU.HOPE 

Soviet Military Bloc . Although the USSR has al.ready estab-
lished a military alliance with the 

Satellite states through 9,11 interlocking .network r:.i rnubJ.1-l. 
assist2.nce pacts, perslstent z-epo1:ts ema.nath1g frc,m eastern 
Europe indicate the formation of an eastern European n:i.ilitary 
bloc to C<)unte:r the establishment of tht: North Alli!:ntic P~.ct. 
Speculation regarding su('.h a move by the Kremlin has ba-0n in
tensified by the mysterj.ous visit of Vish!nsky to Czechc·alovaJda.i, 
as well as by the reported presence there of Gromyko,, Zorin, 
t11e Polish CommWllists Berman and Zawadzki, and Sovit~t Am
bassadors from the Satellites, Othe1· reports place tlie Hung"1ril=l.A'l 
Minister of War and nir;:h-ranking Czechoslovak and Polish 
military officials in Moscow for planning of a si:mHar. nature. 
The formation of such. an east European military or~-anizatioht 
would enable the USSR to exert more direct ~ontrol cl "un
reliable'' Satellite military establishments and would improve 
the morale of the Satellite Communist regimes which are be-• 
coming increasingly eon«!erned over growing economic stability, 
political cooperation, a,"'ld defensive preparations in western 
Europe. 
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121. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 18 February 1949, Soviet Plans for an East German State
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SOVIE1.' PLANS FOR AN EAST GERMAN STATE 

Further Communist designs to integrate eastern 
Germany into the political and economic system of the 
Soviet blClC were apparent at the recent Socialist Unity Party 
(SED} Congress in Berlin. Speeches by Satellite delegates 
and Congress approval of the Oder-Neisse line as Germany's 
eastern boundary laid renewed stress on Communist efforts 
to reconcile the Satellite states to closer collaboration with 
the Soviet Zone and to eventual inclusion of the area in the 
Soviet orbit. Other action at the Congress indicates that the 
USSR is still attempting to insure Communist control of 
east Germany. By reviving advocacy of. a "broad democrr..tic 
frontt s • the Communists are seeking the political support of 
formerly uncooperative elements. The establishment of an 
SED "Politburo.., was designed to discipline the SED in order 
to make it a more effective instrument of Communist control. 

'l'he reversal of the SED stand for the incorporation 
c:l. Bedin into the Soviet Zone indicates that the Communists 
believe the Berlin impasse will continue. In line with the 
Soviet theme of a "unified Germany/' this tactical renunciation 
d Communist claims that Berlin is an integral part of the 
Soviet Zone may be designed to combat possible inclusion d. 
the three western sectors of the city in a west German govern
ment. Moreover, by omitting Berlin from a future east German· 
state, the USSR may feel that it can insure control over the 
new state by maintaining Soviet troops tbere to guard com
munication lines to a Soviet garrison in Berlin. .Although the 
Congress again stressed the tl1eme of German unity, Com
munist tactics at t11e Congress once more suggest lltat the 
USSR intends to create an east German state which will claim 
sovereignty over au Germany. The formation of such a 
state would probably be timed to counter the formation of a 
west German provisional government. 

- 17 -
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122. Daily Summary Excerpt, 24 February 1949, France: Implications of Communist
Leader’s Statement
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EUROPE 

2. FRANCE: Implications oi Communist leader's state.!,ll,!~-
US Embassy Paris interprets Communist Leader Thorez 
22 February statement as added evidence that the Kremlin 
is demanding a return by the French Communists to a purer 
form of .Leninist-Stalinist doctrine and tactics, including 
more aggressive class warfare. (Thorez reportedly sug-
gested that if the Soviet Army were to invade France, the 
French people would take the same attitude as the people 
of Poland, Rumania, and Yugoslavia.) The Embassy further 
regards the statement as: (a) px-oof of Kremlin determina
tion to thwart the con.c;olldation of western Eurape even at 
the risk of losing popular Communist support in France; 
a.11d (b) a signal to Communist militants to accelerate 
sabotage of French efforts to strengthen national defense. 

(CIA Comment: CIA agrees that Thorez' statement 
indicates a furt.'-.er tightening of Communist discipline and 
a reduction of the party to its "hard core!'. Moreover, even 
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though Thorez' declaration will apparently be detrimental 
to CO!r.U'llU1iist popularity in France, he may have made 
it at this time in an e"'dort to convincG prospective members 
of the Atlantic Pact that Fi-a.nee would be unreUable tn a 
defensive alliance. CIA does not believe that widespread 
strike action is probable in France m the immediate future.) 

- a -
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123. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 March 1949, France: Government Policy on Communist
“Treason”
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3. FRANCE: Government policy on Communist "treason"--US Em-
·bassy Parts bas learnecf · . ..,.. ___ .,.. 'that the tn-
terior Ministry intends, m comba.tttng the .. treasonable., Commu
nist line, to place emphasis "on what the Communist do rather than 
what they preach.'' the Kremlin expects 
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Western European CommlUlists not only to undermine European 
morale but also to engage· 1n • military and industrial espionage 
and eventually sabotage. lt may sometime 
be necessary for France to mobUtze the men 1n every plant 
which is working for national defense. 

(CIA Comment: CIA considers that the French Commu
nist Party ls liltely to make plan.s for sabotage, especially 
against the armaments industry, but that the Communists are 
not likely to possess the capa.bUlttes for large-scale sabotage 
1n the net.\" future.) 

- 2 -
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124. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 4 March 1949, Soviet Propaganda Offensive
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EASTERN EUROPE 

SOVIET UNION 

Propaganda. Offensive Strenuous Soviet efforts to forestall 
the proposed Atlantic Pact are, by 

their very intensity, generally producing results opposite to 
those desired by the Kremlin. The recent speeches by Com
munist Leaders Thorez and Togliatti can be expected, if 
anything, to intensify existing support in France and Italy 
for the Pact. By publicly asserting that Communists in these 
countries would welcome invading Soviet forces, these leaders 
hoped to increase the fear ci war and ci Soviet occupation ci 
Western Europe and also to demonstrate the unreliability ci 
both France aru:l Italy as prospective Pact members. This 
type of attack, however, tends to reinforce other factors that 
have been weakening Communist influence as a political force 
in France and Italy. Moreover, Communist leaders, by call
ing f 01'. a return to Communist militancy comparable to that 
ci the late 1920's, are preparing the way for greater emphasis 
on sabotage and subversion. 

Meanwhile, increased Soviet propaganda pressure on 
Scandinavia is also having little effect. The USSR may soon 
revive the S,pitsbergen issue by asking Norway for assurances 
that no mili1ary bases will be built in the Spitsbergen archi
pelago. The Kremlin will probably claim that any defense 
preparations in the area would be a violation cf the Spitsbergen 
Treaty cf 1920. The Kremlin, anticipating Norwegian rejection 
ci the Soviet-proposed non-aggression pact, ls already accus
ing Norway d. "aggression" and may use this as an excuse 
for demands on Finland, possibly by proposing joint Soviet
Finnish defense discussions. These prospective maneuvers 

- 5 -
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SOVIET UNION 

probably would not cha.."lge Norway's desb:e to join the Pact, 
and Finla.nd' s present Social Democratic Government would 
probably reject any such Soviet proposals. The Fim1ish Govern
ment may be strengthened by the inclusion o'i representatives 
of. other non-Communist parties and thus be prepared to offer 
stronger opposition to future Soviet demands. 

Merchant Shipping The USSR is attempting more and more 
frequently to force the masters of fox·eign 

vessels to open s~les and sealed envelopes during calls at 
Soviet-controlled ports. Si.!.ch Incidents have involved merchant 
ships of. the US, the UK, and other western powers. The USSR 
probably hopes to obtain intelligence ·which wouid disclose the 
disposition of western merchant shipping if hostilities broke 
out. 

- 6 -
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Berlin Currency Although Soviet reaction to the proposed 
issuance of the western ''B" mark as the 

sole currency for the western sectors of Berlin will be swift. 
and well-publicized, the USSR is not likely to interferie se1•iously 
or forcefully with the operation of the airlift. Soviet retaliatory 
action will probably take the form of further tighte~ing of the 
blockade and 1Y1.ay mvolve conversion of the Soviet eastern 
mark to a new currency. Soviet measures to curtail t:he move
ment of supplies from Soviet-controlledterritory to the west
ern sectors wlll increase the hardships of the western popula -
tion, further impair the west sector economy, and probably · 
require an increase in the airlift. Soviet authorities could 
tighten the land blockade by: (1) halting all ran traffic, in
cluding the S-bahn and streetcars; (2) cutting off water traffic 
on the canals; (3) stopping or sharply reducing pedestrian 
traffic between the western sectors aud Soviet-controlled 

· areas; (4) ba:rrmg·an mail service; (5) cutting west-sector 
long-distance phone cables, local inter-sector phone lines, 
and all telegraph cables·; and (6) splitting completely Berlin's 
systems of electrical, 11as, and water supply, and the sewage 
disposal facilities. In determining the extent to which these 
measures will be applied, the USSR will be restrained prima
rily by the economic repercussions in the SoViet zone, which 
wouid be deprived of important materials and skilled labor 
now being received from the western sectors of tile city. If 
the USSR converts its present eastern mark, it will do so in 
order to prevent eastern marks presently held in western 
Berlin from flowing back into Soviet-controlled territory. 
Such a Soviet move would leave western sector occupation 
a.uthorities wlth the moral obligation to redeem a very large 
number of relatively worthless eastern marks in order to avoid 
lllldue hardship for the German holders of. this currency • 
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Recent Sovtet reaction to western economic and defensive 
measures t though not yet crystallized, has thus far manifested 
itself chiefly by top-level changes in ministerial positions in 
Moscow and by an apparent shift. in tactics by Communist Parties 
outside tlie Soviet Union. The implicatlons af Molotov's and 
Mikoyan's shift from their.ministerial pasts will probably be 
clearer after the cw·rent session of the Soviet parliament, but 
no basic change in Soviet policy toward the West is expected. 
The USSR will continue it.s attacks m. the Atlantic Pact, its 
obstructionist policy in the UN, and its attempts to gain control 
over all or Germany. Meanwhile, however, Communist Parties 
out.side the USSR are apparently reverting to the active, militant 
policy of the 1920'a. 

Molotov-Mikoyan The Kremlin decision to relieve Molotov 
from his position as Foreign Minister and 

Mikoyan as Minister of Foreign Trade, although not an indica
tion of any fundamental change in Soviet policy, probably does 
reflect a Soviet reassessment of the progress of the cold war. 
Molotov's shtft may reflect the Kremlin's belief that the 
problem of formal relations with tlieWest bas been reduced to 
secondary importance by western gains and the growing inability 
of the USSR to make progress on the diplomatic levei. Similarlyt 
western gains have made it more imperative for the USSR to 
consolidate its position in Eastern Europe and Communist China.. 
Thus, although Molotc,,v may have been released for the purpose 
of taking over Sialin' s position as Premier, he, as well as 
Mikoyan, may have been relieved of ministerial duties in order 
to concentrate on the pressing political and economic problems 
of the Sovtet sphere., 

- 5 -
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Communist Militancy The apparent failure of. recent Soviet· 
diplomatic and propaganda weapons 

to sabotage US-European defense efforts and to gain popular 
support for Communism has prompted the Kremlin to order 
Communist Parties outside the Soviet Union to prepare for 
militant and subversive methods in pursuit of Soviet objectives, 
This announced reversion to the active militant policy employed 
by the Communist Party iD. the 18.te 1920's may= therefore, 
signify the end of postwar tactics which were characterized 
by so-called "legal" Communist operations within established 
political frameworks. This shUt in political tactics apparently 
implies a renunciation of the popular-front teclmique of co
operation with non-Comim.mist governmental factions. 

Atlantic Pact Continued Soviet efforts to defeat the purposes 
of the Atlantic Pact are revealed by recent 

Polish feelers :for non-aggression pacts with the Scandinavian 
countries. The Polish campaign is apparently concentrating 

. on the minimum goal of preventing a formal Swedish alliance 
with the West. Aside from the strategic and political factors 
which make Scandinavia a natural goal for Soviet hegemony, 
the USSR's industrialization plans far Poland and Czechoslo
vakia. depend upon an uninterrupted now of imports from 
SWeden. Likewise, Polish coal has long played a significant 
part in Scandinavian industryt especially Sweden's. Thus, 
aside from the USSR' s interest in preventing closer political 
and military cooperation between Sweden and the West, the 
Soviet Union is desirous of maintaining uninterrupted.the vital 
economic lifeline from Scandinavia to the Satellites. 

- 6 -
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Reports of increased military activity in Bulgaria and 
Albania, combined with recent changes in Communist activities 
tn northern Greece, suggest that the Kremlin is preparing a 
greatly intensified campaign for the overthrow of Tito. Realiz
ing that six month.a of dialectical oo.ttle and relatively minor 
diploma.Uc and economic reprisals have, if anythmg, driven 
Tito further toward the western camp, the Kremlin now appears 
to be planning more drastic steps1 which may possibly end in 
overt military action. 

Greek Guerrillas An apparent shift in Communist activity 
in Greece strongly suggests that the 

Kremlin has decided to abandon temporarily its campaign to 
gain control over all of Greece and instead to attempt to 
exploit the MacedC'.nian question as an additional weapon 
against Tito. The guerrilla. radio has announced that an 
autonomous Macedonian state would be proclaimed in March. 
Thts new strategy is probably an attempt to gain the support 
of the large Slavo-:Macedonian population in northern Greece. 
The autonomous Macedonian state envisaged by the Commu
ntsts would, if established, tend to undermine the Tito regime 
and would thwart Tito's deep-seated ambitions for a Mace
donian state under Yugoslav control. The Kremlin may also 
believe that it can secure such long-range benefits as an 
Aegean port, a land route between Bulgaria and Albania, a 
curtailment of Greek economic resources,and a base which 
could serve as a strategic threat against Greece, Yugoslavia., 
and Turkish Thrace. Aside :from the possibllities such a plan 
offers for increasing the pre~sure against: Tito, however, it is 
unlikely that the USSR will derive much benefit from raising 
the controversial Macedonian question at this time. Although 
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Greek Communist leaders have. in a hedging statement, 
anrimmced their support f OT )tn··tndependent ~cede»~; -the . 
ra$1?nd fil.~~~hffimy,wmov¢'a•mtetl.1.a;t{the'dismefnber- · ·,. 
ment o.f Greece. Moreover, even with Slavo-Macedontan 
reinforcements, the guerrillas would be too v1eak to hold 
ground against the Greek Army without open tnte:nention by 
the Satellites. · · 

Milittµ-y Preparations Meanwhile, the .USSR is reportedly 
. stepping up milimry prePQ.rations 

elsewhere. ~rop-ranking Satellite military leaders are :re
ported to be meeting at Debrecen; Hungary. Althoullh the 
meeting may be designed to establish a "defensive,'? East 
European military bloc as a counter to the Atlantic Pact, 
plans for exerting greater military pressure on Yugoslavia 
may also be on the agenda. Bulgaria is reportedly increas
ing its now of supplies to the Greek guerrillas in eastern 
Thrace. A noticeable increase in Soviet military activity 
has been observed in Albania. Soviet supplies and arms are 
arriving at Albanian ports, and numerous a-eports have been 
receivzd indicating tlle landing of Soviet personnel and air
craft. Moreover, increased Albanian protests of Yugoslav
inspired border incidents, although at this stage probably 
a stepping~up of the war of nerves, could be used as an 
excuse for e·ventual armed action against Tito. 

Yugoslav Reaction The Tito regime, in the face oi these 
signS of increased Soviet pressure, 

shows no sign of capitulating to the Kremlin. Finally break
ing an enigma.tic silence on the proposal for an autonomous 
Macedonia, the Yugoslav Government has issued a denuncia
tion, contending that the proposed campaign for an. independent 
Macedonia: (1) would only create confusion in the l'an.ii:s of 
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Greek and Macedonian guerrillas; and (2) was merely a part 
of the Cominform campaign against Yugoslavia. The Tito 
regime v.•ill exert every effort to pre-vent the formation of 
such a state and will publicly accuse Bulgaria of violating its 
past pledges fox- cooperation in hancllling the Macedonian ques
t.ion. T.n conclusion_, there is no reason to believe that 'l"'it.o 
will be intimidated by these Soviet measures, and any attempt 
short of overt mm.tary action will probably fail to dislodge Mm. 
Moreover, present Satellite l'!...rmoo forces are not strong · 
enough to overcome the Yugoslav Army unless they are strongl:y 
supported by Soviet troops and materiel. · 
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17 MAR 1949 
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GENERAL 

1. Present Soviet intentions in Iran--us Ambassador Wiley in 
Tehran considers that tiie only uncertainty aboot Soviet 
intenttons in Iran ts the ttmlng of a Soviet move to return 
to ·the cwnt.ry. Wiley believes that the recent setbacks 
suffered by the Sovtet Union, particularly the imminent 
conclusion of the Atlantic Pact, make it possible that the 
USSR may enter Iran in the near future. 

Tn transmitting Ambassador Wiley's views concern
ing Iran to US Embassy Moscow, the Department of State 
bas requested the Embassy's judgment on the probable effect 
upon the USSR of a US statement of continuing concern over 
the· security of Greece, Turkey, and Tran, such statement to 
be made simultaneously with the conclusion of the Atlantic 
Pact. The Department points out that the UK, whlch had 
previously urged that such a declaration accompany the 
conclusion of the Atlantic Pact, now opposes such a s'late
ment, especially the inclusion of Iran. 

(CIA Comment: The USSR 1s not likely to take overt 
actton in Tran at this ttme, especially because such action 
would decisively facilitate the rapid and effective implementa-
tion of the Atlantic Pact.) · 

fflE C. I .A. HAS NO O~tQlt 
fO 7HE DECLASSI.FIOAHOlt 0, 
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Molotov-rllikoyan Shilt No basic change in Soviet policy toward 
the- West r..an. be expected as a result of 

:recent personnel changes in the Soviet hierarcby. These changes 
were probably designed to increase the efflciency of party and 
state mechanisms, both politically and economically. The rel-a.
tl'lrdy rapl.d ~onsoltda.Uon of the West, as currently exempluled 
by Ui.e At.la?:1t.lc Pact, Is the immediate reason for the pe~sonnel 
changes . The t'eaiignment of personnel simultaneously presages 
1.ntensttied efforts to C(tnsolidate and strengthen the Soviet or-h~t 
polit.ically. economically, and militarily. 

The cold war can be expected to continue undiminished in 
intensity. Recent speeches by western Eu:ropean C ommunlst 
leaders suggest that subversion and sabotage. in addition l.o more 
conventional tactics, eventually will play a more fmporta.nt role in 
S.oviet ..Communtst. strategy against the West. Responsibility for 
formal polltleal and economic relations with the West has pa.ssed 
from Molotov and Mikoyan to Vishin.sky and Menshtkov, bt.ith techni
cal executives without policy function who can be e,cpected C.o 
adhere religiously to policies established by the PolftbW'o. 

The relief or Molotov, Mikoyan. and Voznesensky from 
operational responsibility will leave them :Cree to concentrate on 
pressing problems of political and economic policy of the entire 
Soviet orbit, Molotov, as heir apparent to the Soviet throne, would 
be the logical choice to assume over-all command. Such t"esponsi~ 
bility would bring him one step closer to eventual assumption of 
complete power in the event of Stalin's retirement or death. 

f/Itkoyan and Voznesensky are the best-qualified Soviet 
leaders to deal with the economic consolidation and strengthening 
of the Soviet bloc. Mikoyan is apparently the leading figure in 
the Soviet-inspired Council of Economic Mutual Assistance (CEMA) 
which bas already begun to assume the function of economic planning 
for t~e entire Soviet bloc. 

One of the first results o! this Soviet realignment will 
probably be shown in the handling o! the case of Tito. Tito's defec
tio~. wU.b. iLc:; ramtncations. is wtdoubtedly the most pressing internal 
problem of the Soviet sphere and demands a drastic sol1.J1tion to pre -
vent the further spread of nationalistic deviation. : 
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Soviet Relations Intensified Sovlet pressure against Iran Ls 
expected as a result of the recent serious 

deterioration in relations between the two countries. Principal 
factors causing this deterioration have been: (1) the suppression 
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of the pro-Soviet. T-.r.deh Party in Iran; (2) far more belligerent 
anti ..Soviet Iranian propaganda; (3) the shipment of US arms 
to Iran; and (4) public reference to the possibiltty of lranian 
participation in a. Mediterranean or Near Eastern pact. The 
USSR probably sees in these developments a further th,:-eat to 
its principal immediate aims 1.n Iran: gaining control over 
Iranian oil and bloc...ici..ng closer military ties between Iran and 
the West. increased So-wiei pressure will probably not take tl.:.!, 
forrr. o:f overt military intel'vention. Instead, the USSR will 
probably renew its demands that Iran maintain "friendly" 
1·elations with t.he USSR and build up Soviet troop concentra
tions on the Iranian bm·der. The Soviet Union may also attempt 
to incit.e uprisings in Azerbaijan. In order to counteract such 
measures, Ir-a.n will probably inform the U:tf Security C ouncll 
of. the deteriOJration in Soviet-Iranian relations a:id press for 
a US denial of Soviet charges that: Ir.an is being turned into an 
offensive base against the USSR. 
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4 APR 1949 

C.I.A. HAJ 1.0 OBJEO?ION 953 
XO 7HE DECLASSIFICArION OJI 
!l'HIS DOCUl!Eli'T • . 

NO. ~1..\ 

EUROPE 
• CIA-: 

2. GERI\11\.NY: Review of US poll~ In Germany rrauested_--US 4!, ~-
Political Adviser ·Riddleberger in Frankfurt beleves that the 
events of recent weeks in western Germany indiCate the necessity 
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for a careful re-evaluation of US pollc:,. According to Riddle
berger a. the unsatlsfact.oey political situation In the western -·. 
zones arises principally from the dtsuntty of the western 
powers concerning Germany and is evidenced by mounting 
confusion, doubt, and disillusionment, particularly in: connec..;, 
tion with the slow formation of the west German government. 
Riddleberger points out that the strong desire for trade be
tween west and east Germany, combined with a desire for 
political unity, produces a growing west German tendency to 
favor rapprochement with Communist-l!'Ull east Germany. · 

· Riddleberger observes that west German responsiveness to 
Soviet peace and unity propaganda is much greater than it 
would have been some months ago. · 

(CIA Comment: CIA considers .that the Jack of agree
ment among the western occupying powers is the chief deter
rent to progress on a west German state and that such disunity 
encourages German expectations of western concessions on 
the issue of centralization. Concerning the tendency to favor 
rapprochement with ea.st Germany, CIA believes that even 
though west German conservative commercial circles desire 
eastern markets, the desire of west Germans as a whole for 
political unification on Soviet terms ts weak. CIA does not 
believe that west Germans are very receptive to Soviet p:ropa.:.. 
ganda. fo:r "peace and unity. •r-) 

✓ 
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Communist Deviation The arrest of Tn.icl10 Kostov, vice 
premier and second most important 

Communist leader in Bulgaria, a.long with several o'"£her 
leaders in the Government and Party, indica.t.es that the Krem
lin has not yet been able to obtain the complete loyalty of the 
Satellite Communists. These arrests underscore t.he serious
ness of the Kremlin's problem and the strength of Tito-ltke 
nationalism; they occurred in a Satellite often used by the 
Kremlin as an example for the other Satellites. Moreover, 
Kostov has generally been regarded as absolutely loyal to 
Moscow. The official communique describing his expulsion 
charged that Kostov: (1) lacked sineerity in his dealings wii:h 
Soviet representatives (he apparently resisted economic ex
ploitation of Bulgaria by the USSR); (2} disregarded Party and 
Government directives; (3} promoted distrust and suspicion 
within the Bulg'aria.i-i Communist Pa:rty; a.nd {4} opposed the 
Bulgarian Politburo. Apparently Kostov's cardinal sin was 
his ef.!ort as chairman of the Committee fo:r Economic and 
Financial Questions to oppose So•viet exploitation of the 
Bulgarian economy. Although it is not known to what extent 
Kostov ai.nd those ax-:v.·e::;ted with him bad succeeded in formi.ni.{ 
an anti-ComL.'lform orga.niz2!.tion, the recent denunci.a.Uon by 
Interior Minf.ster Yugov· of t.he tendency oI nationalist de via.•• 
tionists to form sects suggests that. =~.t: least El. loose kind of 
grouping was developing. 

- 5 ... 
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Soviet Tactics Soviet tactics in Germany continue to suggest 
that although Sa, •let control o.f all Ger many 

undoubtedly 1·emains the maxi.mun objective, the Kremlin has 
decided that a "neutral" Germany, preve11ted from making a 
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firm alignment with the 'Nest, is a more feasible goal for 
the immediate fut.uire. The Kremlin 1nay reason that the 
tl'aditional tendency of German com.mer·ee to look eastward 
for markets and r·aw materials will bring Germany under 
eventu2.l Soviet domination. 

Meanwhile, rumors have been active recen.tly that 
the Soviet Union will soon lift the Berlin blockade. Although 
there 11.-is been little or no concrete evidence to support. 
sueh rumo1·s, it must seem self-evident to the Kremlin that 
tf the USSR is to regain Uw initiative and if the Soviet cam
paign for "German uni'i:y'' is to ha.ve any a.ppret~iable success 
among the German people, the Berlin blockade ·wm have to 
be lifted, Any such Soviet offer, i.f made now, wouJ.d certainly 
be pert of an over-all ''peace offer" and probably would be 
made in. such a way as lo camouflage the Soviet defeat on the 
blockade. The current P:u•is "peace congress" would seem 
to pro•vide an ideal setting for such a. Soviet. offor, but. the.re 
'i.s no t1vide11ce that Soviet str...tegy ha.s changed ,mough to 
_pel•mit an offer on Germ.any actually ?.ccer,table to the west
en1 pow~n·s. 

- 4- -
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SA TELLlTE COMMUNIST PURGES 

The recent purges of high-level Communist officials 
in Bulgaria indicate that Kremlin efforts to establish reliable 
Communist leadership in the Satellites are meeting with in
creasing difficulties. In attempting to eradicate satellite 
"nationalism," the Kremlin is confronted with two almost 
equally unpleasant alternatives, neitheJ' of which can be wholly 
suceessful. If the USSR continues its liquidation of old-line 
Satellite Communists, the morale and cohesion of the local 
Communist parties, as well as their control over the Eastern 
European countries, may be jeopardized. If the Kremlin 
chooses the other alternative and relaxes its control over 
the Satellite governments and Party leaders, it runs the risk 
of further defections like Tito's. Neither course of action 
will make it any easier for Satellit.e Communists to perform 
the nearly impossible task of justifying Moscow's ruthless 
exploitation of Eastern Eurapea.n resources or increase 
Satellite dependability in the event of hostilities. 

Since Tito's defection last summer, purges of high
level Communist personnel have occurred in Poland, Albania, 
guerrilla Greece, and, most recenUy, in Bulgaria. Meanwhile, 
recurring reports from practically all of the Satellites also 
indicate continued nationalist dissensions within the ranks of 
the various Communist parties. In many instances, reports 
regarding as yet unpurged nationalist leaders within .. the 
Satellite parties reveal that the existence of these schisms 
is common knowledge. The "deviationlsts" are usually offi
cials connected with economic planning who can see most 
clearly the pattern of Moscow's ruthless exploitation of the 
Satellites. In the face• of resurgent nationalism among the 
Satellites and increasing prosperity in Western Europe, the 
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Kremlin cannot afford the risk of relaxing its grip over the 
Communist parties in Eastern Europe. Thus~ the Kremlin 
will probably be forced to use even more brutal state-Police 
methods in retaining and consolidating its control over the 
Satellites, even though such methods are not a basic cure 
for nationalist deviation. 
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Soviet Propaganda In a further effort to counteract" the 
effect of the Atlantic Pact and growing 

political and economic unity in Western Europe, the USSR 
is placing greater propaganda emphasis on Communist gains 
in the Far East. By stressing that the Communist victories 
in China will result in important changes in the world balance
of-power, the USSR hopes to: (1) convince audiences at home 
and in the colonial areas that Soviet power is invincible: and 
(2) undermine western confidence in the ability of the West 
to prevent further Soviet expansion. With fewer oppor
tunities ln Europe for propaganda exploitation, ilie USSR wili 
probably devote its propaganda efforts more and more to the 
Far East and colonial areas. As pa.rt of this new emphasis, 
Soviet propaganda will portray the USSR as the exclusive 
champion of independence for the countries of southeast Asia 
and of industrialization of all backward areas. Simultaneously, 
Soviet propaganda will accuse the western powers of advocat
ing the perpetuation of agricultural economies in Asia and will 
portray the Truman point-four program as a device to exploit 
the backward areas of the world and to keep them at the mercy 
of the industrial West. 

- 4 -
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Is:raeli Relations Increasing Commw1ist atta.c-.ks on Zionism 
and the t-sraeli Gover~ment, although placing 

a strain on Israeli-Soviet relations, are unlikely to change either 
the Kremlin's external policy toward Israel or Is1·ael • s generally 
neutral position between East and West. In recent months, the 
Communist parties in the Soviet orbit, the US, and even in Israel 
have reverted to traditional Communist opposition to Zionist 
~tionalism1, and Soviet propaganda has begun to condemn the . 

bourgeois nature of the new Israeli Government. The Satel
lite states, apparently reluctant to lose large segments of their 
skilled and educated citizens, have drastically reduced emigra
tion to Israel, thereby discouraging Israeli hopes of fulfilling 
its immigration requirements. Within the Soviet Union, the 
current anti-Jewish campaign seems to rune been inspired in 
part by the Jrowth of pro-Zionist sentiment among Soviet Jews · 
after Israel s emergence a,s an independent state. These attacks, 
however, rather than representing a fundamental change in 
Kremlin external policy tow!ll.rd I.sra.el, appear to stem primarily 
from internal Soviet considerations. For, so long as support 
of Israel wUl serve to weaken US-UK influence 1n the Near East, 
the ·ussn will continue to aid Israel on a diplomatic level and 
in the UN. Nonetheless, because Zionism is basically incompati
ble with Communism a11.d any non-Communist government is 
automatically suspect, t.he USSR feels forced to attack the present 
Israeli Government and to eliminate all Zionist influence within 
the Soviet orbit. 

- 9 -
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ORE 46-49 rnp SECRET. 

THE POSSIBILITY OF DIRECT SOVIET ~ARY ACTION DURJNG 1949 

Report of a Joint Ad Hoc Committee • 

THE PROBLEM 

L We have been directed to estimate the llkeUhood of a Soviet resort to direct 
military action ~urfng 1949. 

DISCUSSION 

2. Our conclusions are based on considerations discussed in the Enclosure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

3. The USSR ~ an overwhelming preponderance of immediately available mili
tary power on the Eurasian continent and a consequent capability of resorting t.o 
direct military action at any time. The principal deterrent t.o such action is the 
superior war-making potential of the United Sta~ 

4. There is no conclusive factual evidence of Soviet preparation for direct military 
aggression during 1949. 

5. A dellberate Soviet resort to direct military action against the West during 1949 
is improbable. Moreover, the USSR Js I1kely to exercise some care t.o avoid an unin
tended outbreak of hostilities with the United States. 

6. Ar. part of its efforts to counteract the Atlantic Pact and US military aid pro
gram, however, the USSR-will seek t.o intensify and exploit the universal fear of a new 
war. In thJs it will pay special attention t.o Scandinavia, Yugoslavia, and Iran. It is 
unlikely, however, t.o resort t.o even localized direct military action. 

7. The fact remains that international tension has increased during 1948. It will 
probably increase further during 1949. In these circumstances. the danger of an unin
tended outbreak of hostilities through miscalculation on either side must be considered 
t.o have increased;** 

• Tb1s estlmate wag prepared by a J'olnt Ad Hoc commlitee composed of deslgn&ted rel)l"e
sentatl.ves of the CIA and of the Intelligence organlza.tlons of the Departments of State, the Army, 
the Navy, and the Air Force. It bas been concurred 1n by the Dlrectors of those agencies, except 
as Indicated 1n the footnote below. The date of the estimate Is 21 April 1949. 

•• 'l'he Director of Intelligence, Department of' the Arm1', believes that the last sentence of 
paragraph 'l 1mplles a greater possiblll.ty of war ln:1949 than, In fact, exists; and that It should 
read "In these clrcumstances, the small but continuing danger of an unintended outbreak of 
hostilities through ndscalculatlon on either side must be consldered." 

1 
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133. Daily Summary Excerpt, 6 May 1949, USSR Reportedly Planning Action Against Iran
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... 6 MAY 1949 

981 

GENERAL 

TH? c. I.A. HAS no OBJECTION 
TO 7HE D?:Ctl'_3::UIC.'\.T:!:0Zi CJ'· 
THIS DOCt'.:.L:•,T. 

NO. 6li 

l. USSR reP<>!tedly P.lann!!!«._~actlon apinst Ira.n--US Ambassador:
V/Uey transmits infOl'mation,· which ls unconfirmed bu.t from 
a good sou.Tee, that the USSR plans an ''important action" 
against Iran on 10 May. According to Wiley's information, 
Soviet intentions "exceed a mere frontier incident but are 
short of a warlike move:• Wiley's informant mentioned the 
possibility of a movement affecting the Kurds. 

(CIA Comment: CIA does not believe that the USSR 
contemplates a military invasion of Iran at this time. The 
USSR, however, may plan to stir up trouble not only among 
the Kurds in Iran but also among those in northern Iraq and 
Syria. The Kremlin may also plan to use members of the 
former autonomous government of Iranian Azerbaijan to create 
disturbance~. Iran would be able to cope with such disorders, 
unless the insurgents are provided with strong overt support 
from the USSR) 

:S-TS 

I 
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134. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 6 May 1949, Soviet Union: German Objectives
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EASTERN EUROPE 

SOVIET UNION 

German Objectives Soviet agreement to lift the Berlin block-
ade and enter into four-power discussion.."3 

on Germany does not represent any change in the Soviet objec
tive to establish a Germany which will eventually fall under 
Soviet domination. It is stm too early, hmvever, to predict the 
sincerity of the Soviet desire to achieve an understanding with 
the West on Germany or the extent of the concessions the 
USSR would make in order to reach an agreement. The lifting 
of the blockade has been accompanied by a relaxation of Soviet 
pressure throo.ghout the western periphery of the Soviet orbit 
and by an intt:tnsUication of the Soviet propaganda "peace" 
campaign. On the other band, May Day Colllmunist propaganda 
savagely attadred the western powers, recent Communist state
ments have called for active preparation for militant action, 
and steps are still being taken toward the establishment of an 
East German state. Progress of the CFM alone, therefore, 
will dem011strate whether the USSR! (1) has agreed to enter 
into four-pmver discussions to sound out the western position 
and retrieve itself from the unfavorable situation. created by 
the Berlin blockade; or (2) now considers it a sounder strategy 
to seek a "neutral,, Germany in order to delay the final con
solidation of the West German state and give the USSR some 
voice in all Germany. 

CFM Proposals Initial Soviet proposals at the forthcoming 
CFM will be designed to appeal stJ.•ongly 

to an increasingly articulate ('::rerman nationalism. After 
attempting to secure a commitment on postponing the \Vest 
German state~ the USSR will probably propose a general settle-• 
ment for all Germany based on a return to four-power coopera
tion and the ·Yalta and Potsdam agreements. The Soviet terms 

-2-
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SOVIE1' UNION 

will include the principal demands of the 1948 Wa1·saw 
communique which advocated: (1) es'lablishment of a central
ized government for all Germany; (2) conclusion of a peace 
treaty and withdrawal of occupation troops within one y~r; 
and (3) control over Ruhr production and distribution by tbe 
US, the USSR, the UK, and France. Depending primarily upon 
the inten.'3Uy of the Sovtet desire to obta,in tl1e withdrawal uf. 
TJS troops from Eu.rope, the USSR may later in the negotiations 
seek a "compll"omise" agreement. Suell a compromise might 
involl>'e the acceptance of a federal government composed of. 
the East and West Gerl!l".an zonal organiv..ations. The USSR 
would insist, however, that such a federation be established 
in a manner which, in addition to not threatening Soviet poli
tical and economic control in East Germany, would provide 
for sufficient Soviet influence m West Germany to offer 
reasonable p1·osp,ect:s for subsequenUy establishing a cen
tralized Germany not wllo!ly w.estern-oriented and susceptible 
to eventual Soviet domination. 

East Germ.an State Despite Soviet agreement to resume 
discussions on GHrmany, the USSR is 

continuing its preparations for establishing an East German 
state. The executive agencies ot tile East German govern
ment have long been m operation.,and elections for the Peoples' 
C01}bvress in r.ri.id-May will provide a pseudo-democratic legls
laUve body capable 06: functioning as a pa.rliament. In addition 
to being a significant step toward the Soviet aim of eventual 
economic integr.atton of Ea.st Germany with Poland and Czecho
slovakia, the :reciently announced East German-Polish trade 
agreement (which is aimed at 5.ncreasing 1949 trade between 
East Germany anc! Poland to $152 million. or dloubling the 
volume of goods exchanged by the two countries during 1948) 
is another move tow.1rd t:he formalization of an East German 

- 3 •. 
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SOVIET UNION 

government. The trade agreement was negotiated by the 
East German authorities, thus reflecting the Soviet policy 
of continuing to grant more governmental authority to the 
East German economie administration, with the possible 
idea of eventua.lly making the East German regime a full 
member of the Council of Economic Mutual Assistance. 
These Soviet actions are designed to build up the status and 
importance of the local administrative agencies in the east
ern zone of Germany and can be used by the USSR both as 
a lever in negotiating with the western powers at the coming 
Council of Foreign Ministers and as a counter to the·establish:.. 
ment ot a West German state. In the event of an impasse in 
the CFM, the USSR will have the machinery necessary for the 
establishment of a S::i.lellite regime in eastel'n Germany. 

"Peacen Campatgn Simultaneously with the lifting of the 
Berlin blockade,and in an. apparent 

effort to forestall further western consolidation, the Kremlin 
is intensifying its "peace" campaign throughout the western 
periphery of the Soviet orbit. The Soviet bloc has again ex
tended feelers toward accommodation with the West; it has 
a.t least tapered off its past intransigent attitude in numerous 

cases. Soviet bloc countries have recently made concerted 
attempts to expand trade with ihe West and seek western 
financial assist;.nce in an effo1•t to mitigate the unfavorable 
impact of western economic pr.essu.Te. Hungarian officials 
have shown a markedly more friendly attitude toward the US 
Embassy in Hungaey; Albania. has granted diplomatic recogni
tion to Italy; the Greek guerrillas have ma.de a rather broad 
peace off er ostensibly intended to lay the grounctwo.Tk for 
future negot.i.ation of_ the Greek problem (see page 14); Soviet. 
pressure on Tran has apparently tapered off,and the USSR has 
renewed its offer to discuss trade with that country: and Soviet 

- 4 -
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pressure on Scandina vta has markedly dec-..reased in compari
son with that of the past few months. These developments 
may be designed to lull western suspicion at the forthcoming 
CFM meeting. The course of quadripartite discussions on 
Germany wUl determine whether the USSR ts merely waging 
another campaign in its "peace offensive," or whether the 
Kremlin is laying the groundwork for achieving a temporary 
accommodation with the West. 

May Day Slogans The savagery with which the US was attacked 
in Moscow's May Day orders would seem· 

to belie Soviet sincerity in re-opening discussions on Germany 
and 1n making overtures on other fronts. May Day ~roJ)aRanda.~ 
however, is designed for home collf,umption and for guidance to 
Communist parties throughout the world. ln this context, ~e 
May Day slogans are a logi('.al development of the Kremlin s 
principal psychological weapoo--the peace campaign. For the 
faithful, the US must still be branded as the leading capita.list 
nation dedicated to the overthrow of the Soviet Union, while the 
common peace-loving masses throughout the world are pictured 
as sharing the Soviet desire for peace. Thus, the slogan that 
''the friendship between the peoples of the USSR, the US, and 
the UK forms tb.e best guarantee for a lasting peace" is directed 
primarily towa.i·d driving a wedge between these peace-loving 
. masses and their war-mongering governments. 

- 5 -
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135. Daily Summary Excerpt, 20 May 1949, Continued Soviet Restrictions on Berlin
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GENERAL 

d Sovtet restrictions on Berllu--US Bepresentatlve l!../A- S 

rger er re , re ewiilg the present· 
siama of Soviet restrictions on transpc,rt, traclet and com ... 
munteattons between Berlin and the western zones, that 
"Berlin. remains today in a state of seml-oblockade." Accord
ing to lUddleberger, the USSR may be having "second thoughtsu 
on lUting tbe blockade because the Soviet action has failed to: 
(a) retard progress toward the establishment of :i west German 
govemment; (b) produce a "era.ck" in ove:r-all western tnde 
policy vls4.•vls the Sovtet bloc; or (c) release a flow of west
ern zone goods essential to the Soviet zone and to the continua
tion of the Sovtet npa.rattons poll~y. Rlddleberger tl-.erefore 
raises the possibility that the USSR may have int.ended to lift 
the blockade only ·8.'lOWdl to i')ermit rec011vening the CFM while 
simultaneously reta.tntag a favorable barp.m.tog pcsltton m ,. 
the event that no over-a.11 settlement on Germany is reached . 
and it Jater beco11J.88 necessary to negoUa.te some provtslonal 
arrangement for Berllu. Rtddle~rgez- belie~., 1n View of 
continued Sovtet restrlcttans on Berlin trade, that the Der,c,rl .. 
ment of state shobld declde whether Soviet Implementation <'.f 
the Jessup-Malik agreement has been sufftci•~t to warrant the 
convening of the CFM. 

(CIA Comment: CIA agrees that the USSR may be 
attempting to preserve the most favorable position po.sstble . 
in the event of a breakdown of the CFM negotiations. CIA 
further beltews that tbe USSR Will attempt at Parts to exploit 
certain remaining transport restrlcttons In barp.tning on the 
01'er-all problem of German trade and Its relation to western 
export policy. CIA believes, however, that the Kremlin's 
strong desire to hold the CFM meeUng would Impel the USSR 
to modify its restrictions on Bertin trade if confronted by a 
western refusal to convene the CFM under present condttlons.) I 
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136. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 10 June 1949, French Military Plans in Indochina
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SElCRET 

FRENCH Mn.rrARY PLANS IN INDOCHINA 

French plans to shut both manpower and materiel 
from their forces in French-occupied Germany and North 
Africa for an autumn military campaign against Communtst
led rebels 1n north Tndochina mater:lally affect the strategic 
interests of the US in both the Western.European and Far 
East theatres. In addition to reducing the defense potential 
of Western Union by shipping arms and equipment from 
French-occupied western Germany, the French action may 
impair the prestige of the US in the Far East because the 
French forces will be using US-made and US-supplied arms 
and equipment. Moreow1", the apenditure of French re
sources for the mlltiary operations in Indochtna reduces the 
effectiveness of aid received unde1r the European recovery 
program and delays the economic recovery of France. 

The French, who have been attempting to suppress 
a Communist-led insurrection in tndoeblna since 1945, main
tain that complete control of the Chtna-tndochlna. border ts 
necessary to keep the Chinese Communists from providing 
both men and materiel to the rebels or from ew.dtng Indo
china. The French also point out tliB.t a stabllizatlon of tlletr 
position in Jndochina is essential 1f Southeast Asta ts to be 
ma.de secure against the menace of Communism. As another 
part of thalr program to re-establish control throughout Indo
china, the French recently signed an agreement with Bao Dal, 
fOl'mer emperor of. one of the tndochintlee states, granting 
him authority to establish an "independent" gowrnment for 
Tndochma within the French Union. Bao Dai wm probably 
announce the formation of his government Within the next two 
weeks, and the French hope that lie wUl gain the suppw.t o! the 

- 15 -
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non-Commun.tst followers in the rebel group. The French 
are convinced, however, that substantial military su.ccess 
against the resistance movement iS necessary to Bao Da.i1 s 
initial political success. In formulating their plans for 
Indochina, both Bao Dai. and the French en'Vlsage public 
support from the US andi military aid, which tbEJy have 
already indirectly requested. US compliance With these 
:requests would provide the Far East Communist propa
gandists with another oppo:riwlU:y to charge tlm.t the tTS Is 
supportlui reactionary colonial powers a.pm.st the interests 
of the Asian peoples. · 
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137. ORE 45-49 Excerpt, 16 June 1949, Probable Developments in China
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PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN CHINA 

SUMMARY 

Introd:ueu,ry Note: The purpose of the follow
ing discussion 1s to present probable develop
ments in China which will affect US !nterests 
during the next six to twelve months. 

1. Communist military forces are capable 
during the summer months of 1949 of destroy
Ing all semblance of unity In the National Gov
ernment of China; and before the year is out, 
the Col11Ill~ will have formed a central 
government whlch will ~ international rec
ognition. 

2. The US cannot reverse or significantly 
check this course of events, nor 1s there any 
prospect that the Soviet orientation of the 
Chinese Communists can be altered in the im
mediate future. However, during the coming 
months, developments in China will raise a 
number of problems on which the US may 
either take action advancing, or avoid action 
compromising, its interests In China and else
where. Chief among these are the formation 
of a Communist central government claiming 
intemational recognition, Communist aims 
regarding Taiwan and Hong Kong, the Com
munist need for foreign trade, and US aid to 
anti-Communist groups in China. In addi
tion, US interests probably will be affected ad
versely by the expansion of Communist inftu
ence throughout the Far East, particularly if 
a Chinese Communist regime gains seats on 
the Far Eastern Commission and the Allied 
Council for Japan, and acquires China's 
claims regarding a future Japanese peace 
treaty. · 

3. The government to be organlv.ed by the 
Chinese Communfsts will be proclaimed as a 
"coalition," but actually will be a Communfst 
dictatorship. In foreign affairs the Commu
nists during the coming months will continue 
to be solidly aligned with the USSR. The new 
regime will honor the Sino-Soviet Treaty of 
1945 and its attitude In international relations 
will be governed by the Moscow line. It will 
probably maintain an unfriendly attitude to
ward the US in particular and all other gov
ernments that impede the world Communfst 
movement, as well as denounce China's exist
ing international agreements with those gov
ernments. 

4. Communist armed forces, now dec1sively 
superior to the Nationalists, will continue their 
program of area-by-area acquisition. They 
are capable of eliminating all effective military 
resistance in the south, southwest, and north
west by the end of 1950. 

5. The Chinese Communists will probably 
not be faced with serious food shortages dur
ing the next year. Some progress will be 
made in reviving transportation and industry, 
and the Communists will have a relatively 
stable currency. The Communists' principal 
economic problem in the coming months will 
be that of acquiring petroleum, machinery, 
and perhaps cotton. There is little prospect 
of substantial Soviet aid, and domestic re
sources must be supplemented by these essen
tial Imports. Therefore, China's economic re
covery during the next year '11.,fil probably de
pend on active Western trade and close ties 
with occupied Japan. 

• 
Note: The !ntelllgence organizations of the Departments of Army, Navy, and the Air Force 

have concurred In this report; for a dissent of the Intelligence Organization of the 
Department of State, see Enclosure A, p. 21. This report contains information avail-
able to CIA as of 2 June 1949. 

1 
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138. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 17 June 1949, China: Soviet Orientation
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FAR EAST 

CBJNA 

So"t1"ll!1t Orientation Meanwhile, Chtilese Communist ste.te-
ments ha.Ye be•~n entir-ely in accord with 

orthodox C onununtst doctrine t,nd tba Party continues 1n I.ts 
Wltwa.ve~•ing acknowledgement of Soviet le.-adership in the 
International Communist movement. Despite thts orthodoxy, 
the Chinese Communists may erect a temporary facade of 

SEC'.Rl!:T--
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!rienr.:1ly cooperation with the v1-aster:n powe1·a in order to 
e:;{pedlta trade and commerce 1?SseriU.al to China. m fact, 
China's b.·emendous economic ueE.<ds and the :;nabutty oi' 
the USSR to fill tbose n,~eds ofl>?.r tb.n mrnst Ulmly p1·uspect 
at px·eseni for the development of frtetion bi!'Jtween tl:tt~ two 
natf.◊t\S. 

- 10 ·-
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139. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 24 June 1949, The CFM Meeting; Eastern Europe: Purges
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THE CFM MEETllllG 

The recent meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers, 
wl1!ch made substantial progress on the Austrian treaty and 
agreed m principle on a modus vivendi for Germany, clearly 
revealed that the Kremlin does not yet believe that the unifica
tion of Germany would ccmtril>ute to eventual Soviet control over 
Germany. The Kremlin is not ready to re.lax its grip on Berlin 
and aast Germany a11d apparently believes that ultimate Soviet 
objectives can best be obtained by a slight :re:!amtlon in cold war 
tensto.:i and continuation of the partition of Germany. 

The failure of Vlshinsky to build up a consistent propa
ganda pattern at Paris, as well as his defensive attitude and 
apparent lmprovtsatton, suggests that some basic change took 
p1ace in the Soviet attitude not long before the meeting. The 
rude Jolt to the USSR from the May elections Sn the. Soviet Zone 
Ge.tm!U'.l.y and continuing difficulties in mamtaiuing Soviet control 
over the Satellites may have contrtbuteci to the Soviet declslon to 
mark time on the German quest!on. More fundamentally, howev·er, 
the USSR may have estimated that a western economic recession 
is now approaching more rapidly than was previously believed 
and consequently tbat the future will provide more fa vora.ble 
oPP<>rtunittes for the attainment of. Soviet objectives in Germany 
and Western Europe. 

The Kremlin probably reasons that the westera powers, 
particularly the US, will be in a weaketi position 1n the event of 
a depression to oppose the USSR because: (1) an economy-minded 
US would be more reluctant to give adequate suppOl't to the European 
recovery program and the Military Atd Program; (2) economic dif
ficulties would weaken. US-British-French solidarity; (S) Western 
Europe would be increasingly reluctant to maintain trade restric
ttoos against Eastern Europe; and (4) economic distress would 
make western Germany ~ore :receptive to Soviet overtures. 
With this in mind, the USSR apparently felt it necessary to preserve 
the status quo while making certain that the door remained open 
for future negotiations through the machinery of the CFM. A more 
tr.1.culent Soviet attitude at Paris might have increased western 
determma.tion to re..arm and impelled western l~latures to 
continue their financial support of the "cold war' despite economic 
troubles at home. 

-2-
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EASTERN EUROPE 

By means of purging "nationalists" in the SateU.tte 
Communist parties, a. more aggressive campaign against the 
Catholic Church, and an intensiftcatton. of f.t.s attacks upon 
Tito, the Kremlin ts eontlnumg its attempts to eonso!t-date 
tts position and control in the Satellite countries. The vigor 
and mb!!nsity of Soviet activity in the Satellite area reflects 
continuing Soviet concern. over the ability of the local Com
munist regimes to serve Soviet lnterests. Confronted wlfh 
growing economic recovery in Western Europe in compartson 
with economic hardship 1n the Batellttes, a still-defiant Yugo
slavia, and a more aggressively hostile Catholic Churc~ the 
Kremlil1 has apparently decided to take prompt and drastic 
steps toward eliminating the last vestiges of opposltion tu 

_ tts uneasy Satellites. 

Party Purges The vigorous effor-t.s being made in Hungary 
an<i Bulgaria t.o era.df.cate "na.tiona.listst 

daviationtsts lndieate that the Kremlin bas not yet solved the 
problem of "home-gi·owu" Communism. In botll countries, 
the ruling group of Moscow adherents ts attacking a pro
minent nationalist Communtst leader ill order to make an 
example of him. Former Bulga.rlan ecoo.omic czar Tra.icho 
Rostov and ex-Hungarian Foreign Minister Laszlo Rajk have 
already been expelled from the Communist Party. The Bun
prfan regime now seeks to destroy Rajk totally by levelling 
at him the sensational charge of espionage for the US, while 
the propaganda assault on Kostov, in which even the Com
inform journal is being utilized, continues unabated. Both 
ltostov and Rajk had a substantial party following and had 
risen to power locally without direct Kremlin support. 

· Their deatructton will demoralize anti-Moscow Bulgarian 
and B1.mgartan Communists and forestall tit® rise of any 
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Communists who might consider the national interest before 
that af the USSR. 

Antl..Catholic Drive The Soviet Unian's continuing drive . 
against the Cathoiie Church is cur

rently being focused on Czeehoslow.Ida, where the probable 
imminent arrest of Archbishop Beran may follow the pattern 
established In the recent Mlndszenty trial ln Hungary. 
(In Poland the Communist Government Is preparing cases 
against certain Catholic bishop$ for collaboration with the 
Nazis.) The Czechoslovak Government ts publicly accusing 
Beran of political activity aga~t the state aad will probably 
arre,n him soon on trumped-up charges of u-eason based 
upon evidence allegedly fouad in the Archbishop's personal 
files. Beran's arrest will tm.mobiltze the last effective anti
communist force in Czechoslovakia. Meanwhile, Soviet de
termlnatlon to eradicate Catholic power and lnfluenee in the 
Satellites has been matched by the increasingly aggressive 
aa~..Communtst s1and of the Vatican. Commuaist plans to 
establish national or Communist-mampu]ated churches have 
apparently caused the Vatican to abandon all hope of achiev
ing a modus vlvendt in the Satellites and Instead to embark 
on a vigorous campaign to resist Communist aatl-Cathollc 
pressure. In addttlon to stepping up its radio propaganda 
designed to stiffen Catholic rests1ance in the Satellites, the 
Vatican has already meted out severe· penal.ties of excom
muntcatton and suspension to Catllollcs in Hungary and 
CzechoslO'V3kia who participate In tbe anti-Church campaign. 
In addition, the Church may soon issue a fundamental en
cyclical warning all Catholics in the Soviet orbit against 
cooperating with tbe Communists and appealing to the Chris
tian world for aid and intervention. Despite these Vatican 
moves, however, the Communists retain a definite advantage 
fn the struggle. Basing their strategy on cutting the ties 
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binding local Catholic churches wtth Rome, on separating the 
Church hierarchy from the parish priests and th~ people, and 
on abolishing Catholic control over education, the Communist 
regimes have the means and determination eventually to des
troy au effective Catholte resistance in the Satellites. 

Polish Changes In tightening thau·. g:irtp on Poland, too pro-
Moscow Communists have continued theu

slauder campaign against the Catholic Cbl.u·ch an1 are groom -
tng Aleksander Zawadski, a faithful Moscow foUower, for 
titular leadership in the Party. Since Gomulka was read out 
of the Party leadership about a year ago, Zawadskt~s ascent 
bas been steady and rapid until now he appears to be the 
Number One prospect to serve as the Party's f1•ont man. 
Service with the Red a.Jrmy and as a political commissar in 
the Soviet-sponsored Polish Army corps, plus eleven years 
of political imprisonment, have made Zawadskl a convinced 
and ruthless Communist and a logical Kremlin choice to 
.boo.cl the PoUsh Communist Party and perhaps eventually 
the Poli.'3h Government. 

Albrulian Weakness rrhe Soviet "penetrationists," who 
have assumed direct control of the 

Hoxba administration fn Albania, are concentrating their 
main efforts toward stabilizing the regime on alleviating the 
nation's transpor1ation. difficulties. During 1949, Soviet rail
way technicians helped open a railX'oad rwmmg between the 
capitol at Tirana and the principal supply port at Durazzo. 
Despite the presence and activities of the Soviet representatives 
in Albania and other Soviet efforts to maintl.in this weak and 
distant Satellite outpo.,;t, Hoxha remains pessimistic a.bout 
the future of both himself and his coontiry. His pessimism is 
based upone (1) Alhruita's basic poverty an.(i lack of. self-suffi
ciency; (2) the cur1·ent hostility of the people tmvard his pro~ 
Sovi.et regime; and (3) the isolation of Albania from the rest 
of the Soviet bloc. 

-6-
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140. Intelligence Memorandum 202, 25 July 1949, Review of CIA Estimate ORE 60-48:
Threats to the Security of the United States
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CENTRAL 1N'BL,"..IGEi'!CE AG&'IJCY 

INTE!.lIGENCE Mi::li'ORANOtJlt NO. 202 25 .July 1%9 

~,UBJEC'rt Rev.fo..,. of CIA Est:ima<:.a ORE 60-48: 'I'hl·eats to tha Seouritv of the 
!!nit·Jd States (Published 213 September 1948). • 

l~ 'fire t,hNats to US security and the possibility of direct Soviet 

.milita.-y action against the \'lest have been under oont.inuing revie\1 during t,he 

last few years,. In OP.E 60-48, dated 13 September 1948~ entiotled IITbreatn 

to the Seeurit;,;r or the 0nit.ed States:," it ilas estimated that. 1':i.thin the r.e:(.t 
. ----· 
~ade the USSR was ur.Ukely deliberately to resort to v;ar to gain its end 

·un1ess it considel"ed · that it was in imminent danger o.f' attack by the 

Western Powers. In ORE 46-49~ dated 2l April 1949~ entitled 11Possibility 

o.r Direct ?i'.iUtary Action during 1949." it was estimated that a deliberate 

Soviet resort to military action against the West in 1949 wae impr~bable~ It 

ws.s pointed out in the latter study', however. that international tension had 

increased during 1948 and that it wo-.il.d probably increase rurther during 19490 

•, ~.ih(.iae circwnstancea it .was estimated t.bat ·the danger of·~ unintended 
•"•";·f.'··:·.·· • . . . . . . • 

. 
1outbreak ot. hoetilit.ies· through rJ.scalculation on either 'side mus1; be 

considered to.have increased. 

2. A revie11 or developments a:l.nce publication of ORE 1,.6-.49, lends 

further con.finnat.ion to the basic estimate that the USSR is unJ.ikely 

Note; This mellDl"andum is in process of coordination llith the intelligence 
s:>rgani:i-.ations or the Departments or State, Anq, Navy, and the Air 
Force. 

..0► ,5ECfu:Y-
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140. (Continued)
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delioorat.ely to :resort t,¢ dil.-e;.it ndl:l.tary action durin.,l; the next. cht•:r,ce &nd 

to the ep,;cific estimate i;.hat a l"Hso1-t to tdlit.ary act.ion durir..g 191,9 is 

improbable. These, developm.ant/3 li~-e-~ise pofat to .:i. m1bstantial red1Jction. 

in the danger of an unintended out.brea\)t or hostili'M.es tr,rou.gh ndscal::mlation 

on either aide. The n;ost significant may be noted ae follmss: 

!o The USSR accepted the signing of' the Atlantic. Pact without the 

thraa.taning u.oves against Finla~,. Sea.ndi.-iavia~ Yu.:,<"Qsle.via, s..nd Irar1, ;,:hid:i. 

were considex-ed possible. 

~- Im;err.ational tension has been subs:t,antial.17 Mduc1:,d by S::,viet 

initiative in proposing to lift. t,he Berlin filockade in· consl.dG;('ation of a 

reconverrlng of the Council ot FO!'eig?l J.li.nisters. The USSR haE, likel"J.ae in

dicated a desire t~ increase F.a.st-\iest trade. and to continue discussions on 

a Four-Power basis in. further meetings ot the CFY • 

. ~- The increasing evidenoe.s ot nationalist · 11deviationis.m11 and 

e_conomic dittieulties_in the satell11ie ~tates ·bring into sharp relief' the 

basic wsalmesses in the' posit.ion of' t.he USSR and t.he need tor' a protracted 

period or peace in order to consolidate its position within its own ~here. 

_g ... The unexpectedly rapid :L-ise of a stro-t'.g Co..'lllllUnist state in 

Ch:i.1.,a offe1•s t.he USSR, on the one ha~1d,. the opportur4ty of' quickly e:,;pan'1ing 

it.s influence by peace!Ul. means ir1 Aaia and,. on the other, confronts it wi.t.:i 

the delicate problem of att.smpting t,.;, bring t.ha ll8ll Gow.irunfat rtigj_me into 

the f':r•3.f".J3i!Ot'k cf an interr,ationi:-..l dictatorship directed i"l:om l\l{}tH!OV.:o A 

-2-
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140. (Continued)
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Europe m~ht ad.vers~ affect those_favorable prospects or attaining Soviet 

objectives :in the Fs.r East by' peaceful means~ 

.!?· The de,slopment·or the economic reeess5.on in the US and the 

. dollar crisis tn the UK ap1-iears to ha,,e confit'!Iied the USSR ir1 ito belie! 

that a general .economic crisis in the capitalist world is at band. Under 

these circumstances the USSR undoubtedly ant.icipa.tas that US support of 

Western Europe 11ill be substantially weakened.,. that western ur.ity "Will be 

disrupted by confiicting ecoriood.c interests and that, as a result, 

opportunities will open up £or the attainment of Soviet objectives without 

resort to military action. 

3. It is concluded, there.fore., that the danger of war as the result 

o.f deliberate Soviet military action or of .miscalculations on the part ot 
i 

e'ither side Ylill be less during the next. year or two than at any time in 

recent yea.rs. Houever, it economic coµditi.ons deteriorate, particularly in 

Ja.pi!n or Germany, 11. is<possible that ~t:.~itation ot these 
. . . . ~ . ' . . -::. :"'~: •. .. . . 

(lj':r#culties might crea~ Ciocal. disturbar.e~ itfiat would illcrease the internal. 

seourit.y problem ot US . occupation toroes. 

'.fQ;1 8Ui&r 
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141. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 29 July 1949, Nationalism in the Satellites
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NA TIONAL1SM IN THE SA TELLl~S 

Although the widespread purges of satellite Communist 
parties during the past year were motivated largety by the 
Kremlmjs desire to crush a rising Hna.ttonalistic" senttment, 
there remains little likelihood that resurgent nationaltsm will 
lead any of the Satellites to emulate Tito's nationalist revolt 
in the near future. T.n this eastern European. na.ttonaltsm, 
however, the Kremlin faces an eluSive op,POnent which grows 
in proportion to the Kremlin's efforts to destroy it. Many of 
the rank and file Sat.elU.te Party members who have adopted 
the economic: and social theories of Communism are becominl 
in.e.reasmgly restive under Soviet exploitation of their nations. 
This feeling, which ts also nurtured by a long tradition of a.ntt
Russianism, will undoubtedly have continuing though mttffecttve 
repercussions within the various Satellite Communist hierarchies 
as Party leaders continue to be faced with the choice of support
mg their own national interests o:r accepting mounttng exploita
tion by the Kremlin. · 

At the present time, howe,rer, Satellite "na.ttonaltsm,'8 

both within and outside the Communist parties, is an undisci
plined and leaderless force which the Kremlin is fully capable 
of controlling. Moreover, gr owing numbers of thoroughly · 
loyal KremU.n. followers bemg installed in power in the Satel
lites are consolidating their control of the Satellite security 
forces through a combination. of blind loyalty, intensive espio
nage1 and ruthless terror. Nationalist Communists who have 
succeeded in rea.chmg posltions o1 authority either have beenj 
ox- are being, eliminated. The Kremltu1s successful O'.ister, 
withoot overt repercussions, of such popular Communist 
leaders as Gomulka {Poland), Ra.jk (Hungary}, and Kostov 
P,3wgarta) is sufficient warning to other Satellite leaders with 
'natlona.listie'1 tendencies. 

- 14 -
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141. (Continued)
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In Poki'.nd, where nationaltsm ts probably as strongly 
mgra:Sned in the Communists as anywhel'e in eastern Europe, 
tight Kremlin eonh"ols and the Soviet oce,ipation troops 
render any "antl•nattona.Ust" coup within the Party highly 
lmprobab!e at this time. The least secure sector o.f the 
Sovtst power pcsttton m ea.stern Europe ts located in isolated 
and tiny Albania, but even there the USSR has been making 
strenuous efforts to mamta.in an UD.Popula:r pi•o..Sovtet group 
tn power through repeated purges cl "nationalist" elements. 
tn Bulgaria and Hungary, effective nationalist opposition bas 
been eliminated for the present as a result ~ t.he recent 
dismissal and disgrace of Bulgarian economic czar Kostov 
and. Hungarian Foreign Minister ~~jk. Czechoslow.kia re
mains the only Satellite where the Communtst Party bas not 
been publlcly purged during the last year of "nattonau.st1' 
tendencies and elements. 

- 15 -
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142. Daily Summary Excerpt, 22 August 1949, Soviet Military Move Against Tito Held
Unlikely
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1. Soviet military move aninst Tito held unlikely--US Ambas
sador Kirk reports that oreign diplomatic observers In 
Moscow continue to discount the probability of direct Soviet 
actlon against Tito at this time desplte the ominous tone of 
the latest Soviet note to Yugoslavia. According to Kirk, the 
US Embassy Is in general agreement with the view of most 
observers that the Kremlin ls counting on the ltqutdatlon of 
Tito as a consequence of the serious Yugoslav economtc situ
ation and a Soviet "war of nerves" accompanied by harassing 
measures short of hostilities. 

US Embe.ssy Belgrade reports, concerning current 
rumors of Soviet troop movements along the Yur.oslav border, 
that although the Yugoslav Government Is believed fully aware 
of such rumors, there ls no evidence that new security 
measures are being taken. · 

(CIA Comment: CIA agrees that overt Soviet military 
action agatnst Yugoslavia remains doubtful. CIA considers 
the rumors from Hungary and Rumania regarding Soviet troops 
movements along the Yugoslav border to be a part of the Soviet 
"war of nerves" rather than an indication of imminent mllltary 
action by the USSR.) 

- 1 -
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143. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 9 September 1949, Indochina: Ho’s Defiance
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SECRET 

INDOCHINA 

Ho's Defiance Recent defiant statements by Ho Chi Minh's 
resistance government 1n Indochina have 

virtually eliminated the prospect of Ho's agreeing to a compro
mise settlement for "independence" within the framework of 
the French Union. The Ho regime has flatly denied that Bao Dai 
has won more concessions for Vietnam than were embodied 
1n earlier agreements between Ho and the French. Moreover, 
the Bo regime is demanding unqualified independence.for Indo
china, offering no concessions to the French and demanding 
none. Meanwhil.e, Bo's relationship with the Kremlin and the 
Chinese Communists remains obscure. His present defiant 
stand was at least 1n part the result of. his encOlll'agement over 
Communist victories in China, and Bo bas stated his willingness 
to accept muttary equipment from the Chinese Communists. 
011 the other hand, Ho still maintains that neutrality between 
the us and the USSR ts both possible and desirable, and his 
repudiation of the French Union ts inconsistent with recent 
pleas by Radio Moscow for Ftanco-Vtetnamese conclltatton 
within the Union. · 

- 10 -
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144. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 23 September 1949, Eastern Europe: Communist
Deviation; Hungary: Treason Trial
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EASTERN EUROPE 

Communiat Deviatlon Within recent weeks, the diS-
lntegrating effect on. lnt.erna.ttonal 

Commumsm of Tito's defection from the Soviet orblt has 
become increasingly apparent- and could eventually result 
in the formation. of a Tito supportedt anti-Stalinist Com
munist movement. In France, German:,, and Italy, Com
munists supporting Tito have defied the Party, and there 
are increasing indtca.tlons that groups as yet unorganized 
have rallied to hiS support even in the Satellites. At some 
future time, these dissidents who opposed Sovtet Commu
nism both before and after the Tlto-Kremltn rift may 
unite to form an organization which would sertOU$ly 
challenge the Soviet position as the leading Communist 
state and as the sole .interpreter of Communist doctrine. 
A necessary premise to amalgamation of these dissident 
Communlst groups ts the need to abandon the many sharply 
divergent interpretations of the Marxist-Lenlnlst doctrine. 
lf a dtspute on these divergent views could be postponed 
temporarily, a Communist movement, not oriented toward 
Moscow and without ·prejudice to national sovereignty, might 
develop that would carry considerably more appeal and tn
fiuence. especially 1n non-Communist countries, than Sta.lin
tsm. In the Satellites, the USSR bas already felt it necessary 
to take stringent measures against nationalts~ deviation. Tito 
would undoubtedly sympathize with any such anti-staltntst 
defection, but he ts not likely to give his overt support to tt 
at this ttme. tf, however, an independent Communist move
ment gatns momentum, he might well aspire to become its 
:tallytng point. 

- 5 -
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144. (Continued)
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HUNGARY 

Treason Trial The current trial in Budapest involving 
ex-Minister of Int.erior Laszlo Rajk and 

other disaffected Communists differs in one important 
respect from tbe numerous postwar treason trials in the 
Satellites. Until now, the arch-enemy, has been the 
"imperialist" West. In the current trial, 'fito bas replaced 
the West as the principal villain" Although the trial is thus 
another weapon being used by the Kremlin tn t!,e war of 
nerves against Yugosla.vta, it is designed primarily to 
unify the Party by eliminating a dangerous devtaUonist 
group and to demonstrate to Communists throughout the 
Soviet orbit the futil1ty of defying the USSR.· That the Krem
lin feels it necessary to stage the trial at this time, however. 
indicates both the strength of anti-Moscow feeling among 
Satellite Communists and the need for continuing cb:astic 
measures by the USSR to keep its Satellite parties ln line. 
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145. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 30 September 1949, Soviet Union: Atomic Explosion
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SOVIET UNION 

Atomic Explosion With the announcement of an atomic 
explosion 1n the USSR, Soviet ca~billties 

for fighting the cold war have been Increased. No immediate 
change in Soviet policy or tactics ts expected. In fact, the 
improvement in the Soviet power position resulting from 
possession of the atomic bomb makes lt less likely that the 
USSR will relax its intransigence tn East-West negotiations. 
Moreover, the USSR can use the new situation to ad-vantage 
as additional support for nearly all the major policy lines it 
has followed since the end of World War n. 

- 5 -
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145. (Continued)
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SOVIET UNION 

ln its continuing efforts to check growing Western 
European economic and military unity, the USSR will now 
exploit the world-wide fear of an atomic war. In this 
respect, too USSR baa seriously weakened the psychological 
advantage until now held by the US as a result of monopoly 
ox atomic weapons, particularly since the announcement 
was made before the US had succeeded tn building a strong 
political, economic, and military bulwark against Soviet 
expansion. 

Meanwhile, the USSR may ftnd it easier to gain 
support for a UN compromise between the US and Soviet 
positions on control of atomic energy. The Soviet stand, 
calling for destruction of atomic w~apons before inter
national controls are imposed, Will. have greater propaganda 
effect inasmuch as Sovtet spokesmen can now assert that 
Soviet atomic weapons will also be destroyed. T"ne USSR 
will not relax its opposition to effective lntei·national con
trol of atomic energy but, in view of the adw.ntages accruing 
to the USSR from an international convention outJ.awtng 
atomic weapons, will probably increase its efforts to compro
mise the US atomfc energy position. 

Lastly, Sovlet possession of the atomic weapon will 
greatly strengthen the current Soviet "peace offensive." 
It will enable Communist f:ront organizations to point to 
tha willingness of the USSR to destroy all atomic weapons 
and to stress the greater urgency for acceptance of the 
Soviet proposal for a five-power peace pact. 

- 6 -
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146. Daily Summary Excerpt, 6 October 1949, Molotov Reported Handling Soviet Internal
Problems
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1. Molotov ret»"ted handl~SOViet internal prd:llems-
accordfiii us Ambas or Jess~ at Uie UN, Soviet 
Foreign Minister Vishinsky told British Foreign Secre
tary Bevin, in response to his query concernuig the 
health of ex-Foreign Minister Molotov, that Molotov iS 
now concerned solely with economic-financial problems 

· and the ;rehablllta.tlon of the Soviet economy. 
(CIA Comment: Confirmation of this report that 

Stalin's right-hand man is engaged solely with internal 
problems would point to an increased Soviet emphasis 
ul)(ln dealing with domestic anci Satellite difficulties 
springing from Ttto's defection.and the present adverse 
position of the USSR in the eold war.) 

.. 6 OCT 1949 

1109 

■ 
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147. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 7 October 1949, Germany: East Zone Government
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WESTERN EUROPE 

GERMANY 

East Zone Government Formation on 'I October of the 
Sovtet-sponso1-ed German Demo

cratic Republic in Ea.st Germany ts a loglca.l Soviet re
action t.o developments in West Germany and represents 
a Soviet effort to regain the initiative In Germany. The 
new regime, by claiming sovereignty over all Germany, 
will enable the USSR to counter the attraction of the 
Bonn Government as the focal point of German tmlty. 
Moreover, establishment of tho new regime with tts 
capital in Berlin may result in increased Soviet pressure 
for the Withdrawal of the western powers from Berlin. 
In an attempt to obtain the ma:xtmum pollttcal advantages 
from the East German s1a.t.e, the USSR will grant the 
new regime the appearance of greater independence than. 
the West German Government through such propaganda 
devices as promises of early troop withdrawal, a separate 
peace treaty, and diplomatic recognition by the USSR a.nd · 
the Batellltes. It is uni1kely, however, that the USSR wlll 
risk early withdrawal of its troops from the Soviet Zone. 
Moreover, the Kremlin ts unlikely to propose seriously 
a merger of the East and West governments until the 
Soviet position throughout Germany ls co:nslderably 
stronger. 

-2-
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148. Intelligence Memorandum 248 Excerpt, 7 November 1949,  Satellite Relations With
the USSR and the West
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CE!'¾TRllL Th'TELLIGENOE A@l'CY 

7 Noil'anr..er 1949 

ritl'ELLIGEh'"CE MEMORAlIDill.f UC• 21.$ 

SUBJECTt Sa.tellite Relations wl·lih the USSR and. the We:;ri; 

f3~-

The separation of any Cominform Satellite fr-o"h tha Soviet t '!."blt is 

tml:lkely under current oonditions o Circ'U!l!Stances comparable to those 

which ell.a.bled Tito successfully to challenge Soviet domination in Yugo

slavia do not exist in the other Satellites. By ·i;be drastic reme-dial 

measu..-rea t-0 uhich it has :rasorted, tho Kranl.1.n lwa lndiooted its awm•e

ness or ·l;he grav''!'J dange.;:-e to its controJ. of' Eastern Europe inherent :i.n. 

satellite us.t5.onalism~ 

The Cominform Sa:l;ellites can be expected to im.intain a basice..l:ly 

antagol".is'ltlc policy totard the US reflecting that 0£ the soviet Union,, 

key- relaxation of satellite antagonism toward the US \.-ould be a telll';ortn'7 

tactic :motivated by' opportunistic considerations., 

The current sbif't in the Yugoslav attitude t<>t.->ard the US is ·oaaed 

on motives of se.li'-p:reser.iat:lon bef'ore the mounting pressure £1-om the 

Soviet bloc.. However,. t..'ie oontinued dependence of Yugoslavia on U:5 £-'Upport 

Mote 1 This me.'l!Orandu:m ha.a not b...oen ccor'liina:ted ·lr!i th the lntellieenc-e 
o:rganiz.a.tions of ·the Depa:1.'tments of s·~e.te/! mrry, lJav'lr: m,d the 
Air Force., 

Document No.,_a_.J!OLO'!!../._f __ _ 

-
NO c:1,,::sE ·c~:_.:~;:;. D 

s g D·,c:a\::: 
c,.c.::;;. r -

., - ·l :·: ,:·:-:,, a;, !; ·::• ; 7 

. .... ~- '. . 
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C 
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against the Smdet Union mil probab'.l.y result in a gradually improved 

fueoslatr attitude towsrd the US,. 

Appro:xilllately 90 percent of' the pa-~tions within the &.tallitGS 

a.re hostile to the ~n1 st Nlgimafl imposed on them.. Alt'1l.Otigh opposition 

elemGnts in the wrious Satellites constitute a ma.jori'tl" of tt.--e p,pulation, 

Oomnnmist ooa.surea eilood. at separating theln and desf:roying the.h'- Ol."gani

mtion and 1eadot"ahip:, render m..'Clt elements inetteetivc as opponeats to 

Ocmmzuniet dOll!.imtion of Enatarn Eul-ope., 

tow Oolllt:11.1.nist control over the satellite peoples is emrc:lsed tbroUgll 

the traditional Coal.mist instruments which i!lclu.cb the~ ... ~ty 

orga.na., and the a.med foroeao In addit:i.on, subsidiary poli.t:tcal, cul.ti-.trol,:, 

and economic organisations are used to diasemimte C0l!iMmist in:f'luenoo,. 

The presence or availability of Soviet m:U:ite:ey might in the Satellites 

consti-tutea the most potent fe.etor in m.intainirig the Communist rsgimea in 

power., The various ~ parties u:n-cJ£r the iDmlediate direction and 

control ot reliable Soviet agents, tom the chief vehiales by lihioh the 

sodetimtion o£ F.astern Ellrope :la being ca,.-ried out,. The en~ _political, 

J!lilltar.v, and economic llf"e of the Satellites is being geared to the in

pl.ementatio:n 0£ Sovlet aims wader a tight Kremlin control.. Ill a~ inatsncGS., 

the Soviet &i.bassy itsal.f Sel'VElS as the main COlml:and channel bett,een the 

R:remlin and the satellite goverxaoontsJ in others, tru..'"1ied local. Communists 

have dh-eot acceso to l{oscowo 
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The usra 1-.as already atta.L;ecl a high .;1.eg;~ee of econoi!!ic control over 

the Satelliteso One o-£ the major points of Soviet vulue1"ability, hot.-ever, 

is· the subordination of satellite economic welfare to Soviet interesto Oon

sidCl'able popular reaentnr.eritt even in Colnmnnist ci't'clea, has resulted from 

the forceful t:t'ansformation of the economic atruot'ltt'e cf Ee.stern Europe!' 

the lowered standard of living, and th9 .failm.•e of the ~SR to meet the 

.inc'.u.strial. requirements of the Satellites. Thus tax, however, Soviet 

political and economic oo~trol bas been sui'i'icient to prevent effective 

nationalist deviation from Kremlin authority. !'JCall>,.hile, the US export 

control program bas contributed subatantially to slotrl...'lg the rate of econOlll:lc 

developnent in the Satellites and has added to the strain in ~eaent Soviet

Satellite relat~ona. 

1JR a 
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149. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 10 November 1949, Soviet Union: Malenkov Speech
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SOVIET UNION 

Malenkov Speech In a speech more bellicose and boastful 
than the 1948 address, Politburo-

membel' Malenkov keynoted the thirty-second anniversary 
of the Bolshevik Revolution with a repetition of the well-
worn Soviet propaganda line, Although Malenkov's speech 
indicated that the Kremlin to a .greater extent than ever 
befo:re considers the US its principal enemy, there was no 
hint of a change in Soviet cold war tactics or of the abandon
ment of well-tested Soviet subversive methods for the achieve
ment of economic and political goals. With regard to Germany, 
Malenkov's remarks implied a continuing Soviet desire for 
a unified Germany under Communist control and emphasized 
that such a solution was vital to the preservation of world 
peace. The Communist regime in China was referred to 
almost deferentially, much as a junior partner rather than 
a Satellite, and by linking India with China as a decisive factor 
in the East-West struggle, Malenkov also implied that China 
was a springboard rather than a resting point for Soviet ex
pansion in the Far East. Malenkov's exaggerated assertions 
of internal economic achievements are intended to conceal the 
inadequacies of the current five-year plan and prepare the 
way for its abandonment in January 1950 in favor of a "master" 
plan for the entire orbit under the direction of the Council for 
Economic Mutual A_ssistance. Delivery of this important 
address by Malenkov clearly established him as the number 
three man in the Soviet hierarchy, ranking behind only Stalin 
and Molotov. 

- 6 -
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150. Daily Summary Excerpt, 29 November 1949, Soviet Attack “Reported” for 1950
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1 •. Soviet attack "reported" for 1950--The US Consul in 
Brem..en transmits a report t,.-om an "old and reliable" 
con.met residing in western BerUn that "war is expected 
in the spring of 1950/' Source ~sserts that a Soviet 
army of 600,000 is on the new Polish border, that the 
USSR is operating twp former German rocket bases, and 
that these rockets have a range Qt 4800 kilometers 

. !approximately 3,000 miles). The CollSul comments that 
· .. ~source is in touch with intimates of Minister President 
G~ohl"; he further comments that the foregoing ts 
believed to be a reliable report concerning information 
which the USSR is now furnishmg top· officials of the 
East German Gove:rnmellt. · · · 

(CIA Com!lleD.t: CIA. estimates that ·such an 
attack by the USSR.in the spring of 1950 is improbable. 
This report probaqi.y represents an extension of the 
Soviet propaganda ime designed to rally· East Germans 
behind the Soviet puppet government and to frlghten those 
elements of the German population which aTe supporting 
~eWest.) 
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151. Daily Summary Excerpt, 5 December 1949, Comments on Soviet Plans Against Tito
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1. Comments on Soviet plans against Tito--In discussing the T 5}3 
possibility of Soviet armed action to liquidate Tito, US · 
Embassy Belgrade expresses the opinion that the Kremlin 
will not "move openly" with military forces against 
Tito until convinced that his liquidation is absolutely 
essential. The Embassy adds that if Tito's heretical 
influence can be weakened or if he can be "ideologically 
sealed off" the Kremlin may feel that the risk of 
resorting to arms would not be justified. The Embassy 
does not beUeve that Soviet attemt,ts to establish Tito 
as a "Fascist spy" will be successful in eliminating the 
dangers to the Soviet system .inherent in ~itoism; the 
Embassy points out, however, that the Kremlin "might 
well feel otherwise." 

(CJ.A Comment: CIA believes that although the Kremlin 
continues to be fully aware of the danger of. Titoism, full 
scale military operations against Tito would not be under·
taken unless the Kremlin is convinced that the US would 
hl>t intervene militarily.) 
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152. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 9 December 1949, Palestine: Soviet Policy
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Soviet Polley In openly supporting the internationaliza-
tion of Jerusalem, the USSR has once again 

demonstrated its desire to gain a voice in Near Eastern 
affairs and to foster dissension and unrest in the area and 
has highlighted the deterioration of Soviet-Israeli relations. 
The USSR probably supports internationalization, not 
only for the opportunity it affords for a direct Soviet voice-
in the adminlstration of Jerusalem but in the hope that the 
plan will prove unworkable and thus give rise to irridentist 
agitation an.d political instability. Although the USSR has 
abandoned its support for Israel on this issue, basic Soviet 
objectives remain unchanged: namely, to reduce Anglo
Am.erican influence, promote disunity in the Near East, and 
foster political and economic instability. Thus, in pursuance 
of these alms, the USSR at fi.rst supported Israel. With the 
gradual strengthening of US-Israeli ties, tb.e USSR has re
duced its support and is again laying emphasis on its basic 
an.ti-Zionist policy. Similarly, Soviet support for a separate 
Arab state in Palestine is designed primarily to weaken 
UK-suppo:r-ted Jordan and to increase fragmentation in the 
Arab world. 
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153. Daily Summary Excerpt, 14 December 1949, Estimate of Soviet Position in Europe
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. L ,Estimate of Soviet position in Europe-.. us Ambassador 
KJrk iJ'!, Moscow suggests that the Kremlin's year-end 
estimate of the European scene is probably characterized 
by: (a) satisfaction in geneml rega·rding Satellite con
trol and evolution; (b) continuing anger·and concern over 
Tito, tempered by the belief that incipient Titoism is 
being effectively suppressed in ihe remaining Satellites-; 
::j.n'd (c) ·real hopes for eventual advances in Germany and 
· Western Europe. Kirk points out that although the Kremlin 
is aware of increased western integration and the l9ss. of 
Communist control of world labor, the Kremlin never
theless· :may expect these western gains to be wiped out 
eventually by·the "deepening economic crisis'., and 
"contrac:iictions" between the western 'powers. The 
Ambassador concludes that. Moscow may again, as in 
1947,be considerably over-estimating Soviet prospects 
outside the Iron Curtain in Europe. 

(CJA Comment: CIA believes that despite the 
Kre~tn•s optimistic expectations for an eventual 
west.em economic crisis and increasing disunity 
am011g the western powers, the Kremlin probably 
recognizes ~t the· USSR has suffered a temporary 
setback in Europe caused by: (a) military, economic, 
and political measures undertaken by the western 
powe:rs; (b) flle problems arising from Tito's deviations; 
and (c) reduced effectiveness of Communist parties in 
Western European nations.) 
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154. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 January 1950, Implications of Mao’s Prolonged Stay in
Moscow
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L Implications of Mao's prolonged stay in Moscow-
Commenting on the recent statement by Chinese 

· Communist leader Mao Tse-tung.that he expected 
to remain ih the USSR for "several weeks/~ US 1 

Embassy Moscow considers it odd that Mao would 
absent himself from China for an extended period 
at this critical time. The Embassy cites previous 
reports of the "nationalistic" flavor of Mao's leader
ship and suggests that: (a} Mao's return to Peiping 
is being delayed by failure to reach agreement in 
negotiations with the USSR; and (b} strongly pro.
Kremlin elements in the Chinese Communist Party may 
be expected to take advantage of Mao's absence to 
strength~n their position at the expense of the "national-
istic" faction in the Party. · 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that Ma.o's return to 
China may be delayed by an inability to reach agreement 
on certain provisions of a revised Sino-Soviet treaty. 
CIA has no evidence, however, that Mao is out of favor 
with the Kremlin or that an anti-Mao coup is being 
.Planned in China. } 

4 JAN 1950 
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155. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 13 January 1950, Far East: Soviet Relations; Korea: Troop
Buildup
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Soviet Relations Mao Tse-tung's protracted stay in Moscow 
has aroused specula tton regarding a de

terioration in Sino-Soviet relations add Chinese Communist 
resistance to Soviet encroachment. Although the length of 
Mao's visit' may be the result of difficulties in reaching agree
ment on a revised Sino-Soviet treaty, the treaty will probably 
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155. (Continued)
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be signed this month and it is unlikely,that Mao is 
proving dangerously intractable. Mao is a genuine 
and orthodox Sta:l"l.nist, ls in firm control of the 
Chinese Communist Party, and is recognized a~ its 
head by all Party leaders and by the Chinese people 
generally. There is no evidence that any Communist 
faction is ~trong enough to succeed in an anti-Mao 
coup or that the USSR :...Vould be so rash as to replace 
Mao at this time, 'J'he Kremlin .probably realizes that 
for some time its position in China will be best served 
by retaining the voluntary cooperation of the Chinese 
Communists rather than by using open or implied 
coercion. 

- 9 -
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155. (Continued)
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Troop Build Up The continuing southward movement of 
tile expanding Korean People• s Army 

tow-.trd the thirty-eighth parallel probably constitutes a 
defensive.·ln'easure to offset the growing strength of the 
offensively minded South Korean Army. The influx of 
Chinese Communist-trained troops from Manchuria~ how
ever, will partially solve North Korea's manpower sho:rtage 
and will add materially to the combat potential of the North 
Korean Army. North Korean military strength has been 
further bolstered by the assignment of tanks and heavy 
field guns to u11its in the tnirty-eighth parallel zone and by 
the development of North Korean air capabilities. Despite 
tl1is · increase in North Korean military strength, the poss
ibility oi an invasion of South Korea is unlikely unless North 
Korean forces can develop a clear-cut superiority over the 
i.iicrea.singly efficient South Korean-Army. 
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156. Daily Summary Excerpt, 1 February 1950, Implications of Soviet Recognition of the
Ho Regime in Indochina
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1 February 1950 

IMPLICATIONS OF SOVIET RECOGNITION OF THE 
HO REGIME IN INDOCHINA 

Soviet recognition of Ho Chi Minh's "Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam" early this week, following similar 
action by the Chinese Communists, has jeopardized the al
ready.uneasy position of the Fren.ch--and the French
sponsored Bao Dai regime--i.n Indochina. The implicit 
threat in the Communi.st diplomatic maneuvers is strength
ened by the presence of Chinese Communist forces on the 
Indochina frontier and their ability to make substantial mili
tary supplies available to the pro-Communist Ho regime. 
This combination. of political and military pressure may, by 
itsell, force the French to withdraw from Indochina within 
a year. In the unlikely event that the Chinese Communist 
Government should send a major military force into Indochina 
for action against the French, French withdrawal could be ex
pected within six months. 

If France is driven from Indochina, the resulting 
emergence of an indigenous Communist-dominated regime 
in Vietnam, together with pressures exerted by Peiping and 
Moscow, would probably bring about the orientation of adjacent 
Thailand and Burma toward the Communist orbit. Under these 
circumstances, other Asian states--Malaya and Indonesia, par
ticularly---would become highly vulnerable to the extension 
of Communist influence. 

Meanwhile, by recognizing the Ho regime, the USSR 
has revealed its determination to force France completely 
out of Indochina and to install a Communist government. 
Alone, France is in.capable of preventing such a development. 
Although Western nations are committed to support of the 
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156. (Continued)
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French on the diplomatic level----the US ·and the UK, for ex
ample, plan shortly to extend recognition to·the French
sponsored Bao Dai regim.e--such actions are unlikely to 
halt the present trend in Indochina. Prospects for obtaining 
additional diplomatic support for the French or Bao Dai are 
poor in view of the unwillingness of most Asian nations to 
assist what they regard as a:. ''coloriialist1 ' ·puppet regime. 
In fact; many of these nations can interpret Soviet and Chinese 
recognition of Ho as concrete action in support of Asian na
tionalism. 

In resisting the Communist advance, France can 
now turn for assistance only to the US, which, in the face of 
re·cent actions by the USSR and China in seizing the initiative 
in Southeast Asia, is now confronted with the general alter
natives of either increasing its support of Bao Dai or with
drawing such support as has already been afforded. Adoption 
of the "first alternative sets up Bao Dai ·as the principal anti
Communist instrument in Indochina, despite the inherent 
weakness of his position. Asian nations, moreover, would 
tend to interpret such US action as support of continued 
Western colonialism. The second alternative, which would 
result in the inevitable downfall of Bao Dai, would open the 
way for intensified Communist action in Southeast Asia and 
would render increasingly difficult the containment of Soviet 
influence throughout the Far East. 
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157. Daily Summary Excerpt, 3 February 1950, French Views on Indochina
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1. French views on Indochina-'-According to US Ambassador 
• Bruce· in Paris, Parodi, Secretary of the French Foreign 
Office, is very "gloomy" about th~ implications for Indo
china of recent Soviet actions. Parodi is• inclined to be
lieve that the Chinese Communists will grant strong 
support-in ·equipment and technicians· to the Vietnamese . 
guerrilla leader Ho Chi Minh and that they may even 
launch a direct mili~ry assault against Indochina. Parodi 
stated that the French, in either case; could not withstand 
indt!finit:l!ly and that his Government was planning to make 
inquiries concetning US intentions if such developments 
should materialize. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that the Chinese'Com.
munists can make substantial military supplies available 
to Ho Chi Minh but that they ·are unl~ly to send a major 
military force into Indochina.). · 
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158. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 3 February 1950, UN: Soviet Walkout; Southeast Asia:
Soviet Pressure
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Soviet Walkout One major purpose of the Soviet UN 
walkout was probably to contribute 

to the Soviet effort to isolate China• from Western in-
fluce by making it as difficult as possible for the US to 
reverse its China policy. The dramatic Soviet boycott 
of the UN, along with abuses of US officials and property 
in China, makes US recognition of the Peiping regime 
increa-singly difficult in the face of opposition in the· US 
Congress and press. The USSR is, therefore, encouraging 
a ·situation,in which US recognition of the Chinese Com
munist regime could be· widely construed and propagandized 
as an outright surrender to Soviet pressure. The walkout, 
although ostensibly d~signed to force the early unseating 
of Nationalist delegates, may actually have delayed the 
shift to Communist Chinese representation in the UN. 

Although Chinese and Soviet recognition of Ho Chi 
Minh (Communist leader in Indochina) is primarily aimed 
at fostering revolutionary activity in Southeast Asia, this 
action may ·also be parts ·of the Soviet effort to minimize 
contacts between China and the West. Such Soviet moves 
which effectively postpone ~e establishment of US and 
French relations with China correspond to the general 
Soviet policy of discouraging Western contacts with the . 
Soviet Satellites in Europe. 
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158. (Continued)
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SOUTHEAST ASIA 

Soviet Pressure The extension of Soviet recognition to the 
United States of Indonesia and to Ho Chi 

Minh (Communist leader opposing the Bao Dai Government 
in Indochina) may presage greatly increased Soviet pressure 
against the Western position in Southeast Asia. In Indochina, 
support from the USSR and the Chinese Communists will 
probably strengthen resistance to Bao Dai and may turn the 
balance in favor of Ho. Moreover, the extension of Soviet 
recognition to Ho will: (1) counteract the expected political 
impact of Western recognition of Bao Dai; and (2}probably 
increase the reluctance of neighboring countries to follow 
the Western lead in recognizing Bao Dai.. In Indonesia, where 
political leaders are attempting to maintain a neutral position 
between the US and the USSR, Soviet recognition will arouse 
little suspicion that the USSR may eventually use its mission 
to work with subversive groups. ·Near the Chinese border in 
the Burmese hill state of Kengtung, Chinese "Communist" 
freebooters are creating enough trouble to arouse some 
apprehension in Rangoon. 
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159. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 10 February 1950, France: Indochina Policy
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Indochina Policy Although popular support at home for the 
F.rench Government's Indochina policy 

has increased as a result of Soviet and Chine1,e recognition 
of Ho Chi Minh, prospects for implementing the policy suc
cessfully remain poor. The level of the military effort being 
maintained in Indochina is close to the maximum of French 
capabilities; U the Chinese Communists provide appreciable 
support to Ho Chi Minh in the form of military technicians 
and equipment, France will be incapable of containing the 
resistance movement without outside assistance. The French 
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159. (Continued)
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are likely, therefore, l:o increase their efforts to obtain 
British and US rupport, basing their claim on the growing 
urgency of regarding Indochina as a critical battleground 
in the East-West struggle, 
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160. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 17 February 1950, Sino-Soviet Pact
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Sino-Soviet Pact By concluding an ostensibly benevolent 
treaty with the Chinese Communists, the 

USSR has obtained a three-year period of grace in which to 
tighten its grip on Communist China. The treaty will at 
once confute the "imperialists" outside China and conciliate 
internal opposition to the Communist regime. By not im
mediately relinquishing control over Dairen, Port Arthur; 
and the Manchurian railways, however, the USSR will main
ta.in control of strategic assets in China, while continuing 
to advance the process by which Soviet, influence in China 
becomes Soviet control. The USSR can be expected to 
gradually strengthen its grip on the Chinese Communist 
Party apparatus, on the armed forces, on the secret police, 
and on communications and informational media. One im
mediate result of the treaty will be the strengthening of the 
Stalinist faction of the Chinese Communist Party for action 
against the rather sizeable bloc of nationalistic Chinese 
Communists. 
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161. Daily Summary Excerpt, 21 February 1950, Soviet Military Preparations in Austria;
Increased Communist Pressure in Southeast Asia
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1. Reported Soviet military preparations in Austria-:..us 
Ambassador Johnson in Rio de Janeiro reports that the 
Brazilian Minister in Vienna has be~n informed by 
Austrian Foreign Minister Gruber that he is "absolutely 
sure'' the Soviet command in.Vienna began about twenty 
days ago military preparations which indicate· the USSR 
is planning large-scale milltary action. In support of 
his convicti.on, Gruber stated that: (a) new strategic 
points in Austria have been occupied by conside:rable 
Soviet forces; (b) large quantities of mod~,rn materiel·· • 
and equipment are continuously arriving at Soviet garri_
sons; and (c) Soviet lines of communication are being 
carefully protected by new contingents of selected troops. 
Gruber also assured the Brazilian Minister that he is ex
pecting moment3,rily a Soviet "surprise" in Europe, not 
excluding the possibility of the opening of hostilities in 
some ~ector. 

(CIA Comment: CIA has no reliable information 
justifying the belief that the USSR is planning large-scale 
military action in Europe in the immediate future. CIA 
believes, however, that the preponderance of Soviet milt_;;. 
tary strength in Europe and stringent security measures 
in the Soviet sphere provide the USSR wlth the capabilities 
for initiating military operations with little or no advance 
information becoming available to the Western Powers.) 
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2. Increased Communist pressure in Southeast Asia predicted-- CJ/ A - S 
u;:i Ambassador Kirk in Moscow suggests that the recently 
concluded Sino-Soviet Treaty prepares the way for these two 
principal partners in World· Communism to assume in the 
near future "militant initiative in -Southeast Asia to a maxi-
mum degree short of open war.'' The Ambassador believes 
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that Stalin and Mao probably estimate that Communist 
expansion in Southeast Asia in the near future is both 
militarily and politically feasible. Kirk considers Burma 
and Indochina to be the prime targets in Southeast Asia 
because their inclusion'in the Communist sphere would 
advance Communist forces toward the goal of world domina
tion and because these countries: plus Thailand, would pro
vide China with a solution toJls food problem. 

(CIA Comrnent: CIA concurs In the above estimate 
of Soviet intent in Southeast Asia.) 
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162. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 24 February 1950, China: Treaty With USSR
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TREATY WITH USSR 

Secret Protocols The recently announced treaty between · 
China and the USSR was almost certainly 

accompanied by secret protocols designed to prqvide for a 
. stronger Soviet position in the Chinese military organization, 
in strategic segments of the Chinese economy, and in China's 
~order regions. It is not likely that protracted negotiations 
would have been necessary to reach agreement on the pub- · 
llshed text of the treaty; 

Military Agreements Unpublished military agreements 
probably provide for: (1) Soviet · 

assistance to the Chinese Communist ground and naval fore es 
and their embryonic air force; (2) Soviet access to Chinese 
naval and air bases; (3) the Hjoint" development of such 
bases using Soviet equipment and technicians; (4) the ex
change of military and technical personnel; and (5) the dis
patch of a Soviet military mission to China. The USSR will 
probably give special attention to the development of the 
Chinese Communist air arm 9 which it will be in a position 
to dominate from the outset; to Chinese Communist service 
schools; and to the selection.of reliable Chinese Stalinists 
as political and intelligence officers • 

. Economic Terms In the economic field, the USSR has 
probably obtained secret rights to main.

fain its preferred position in Manchuria9 establish Soviet 
trading firms, assi~ Soviet advisers and technicians to 
strategic segments of the Chinese economy, extend Soviet air 
privileges in the border regions and to China proper, and 
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engage in preclusive buying of strategic minerals. One 
economic pact may deal specifically with Sinkiang; an 
arrangement for the joint development of that province, 
together with provision: for Soviet advisers with the pro
vincial government, would make it unnecessary for the 
USSR to seek territorial concessions in Sinkiang at this 
time. · 

Possible Friction Meanwhile~ friction will probably 
develop bet.ween China and the USSR 

over implementation of the published $ 300 million credit 
agreement. As in the case of similar Soviet credits to the 
European Satellites, the USSR may use the agreement as 
a lever to extract concessi.ons from the Chinese. The 
USSR -will not only tend to overrate the value of Soviet 
goods but may insist on deducting from the credit any 
costs of technical advisory assistance, on receiving credit 
for the return of equipment originally obtained in the dis
mantling of Manchurian industrial installations, and on 
charging exorbitant transportation costs. 
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163. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 17 March 1950, Indochina: Ho’s Orientation; Current
Soviet Tactics in Germany
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Ho's Orientation Although Moscow-trained H9 Chi 
Minh has never been proven to be 

either a Tito-like nationalist or a Moscow-dominated 
Communist, recent developments may indicate his sub
servience to the Kremlin. Broadcasts from the Ho
controlled radio in Indochina have reportedly attacked 
Tito and failed to mention the diplomatic recognition 
extended by the Yugoslav Government to the Ho regime. 
French authorities have also reported that Ho is on his 
way to Peiping and Moscow to sign treaties of alliance 
with Mao Tse Tung and Stalin. Ho's brief flirtation with 
Yugoslavia regarding recongition may have been the· 
result of a mistake by his Bangkok representative, who 
made the initial approach to Tito along with a general 
invitation to all nations. 
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CURRENT SOVIET TACTICS IN GERMANY 

Current Soviet mctics in Germany reflect both 
the Kremlin's growing optimism regarding its improved 
world power position and its increased confidence in 
gaining even.wal control over all of Germany on Soviet 
terms. These tactics are characterized by an uncompro
misi.ng designation of the East German regime as the sole 
focal point of German un.ity and by S·oviet insistence upon 
political progress toward the establishment of a Peoples 
Democracy in East Germany. This Smriet attitude is evi
dent in: (1) the demand for absolute acceptance of the 
National Front policy of German unity through friendship 
with the USSR; (2) consistent reiteration by East German 
political officials that the Oder-Neisse boundary is per
manent, and their acceptance of the recent Poli.sh decision 
to evict the German minority; and (3) the purge of the 
bourg~oi.s parties in East Germany. The USSR is unlikely 
to change its present tactics as long as the Kremlin does 
not foresee participation of West Germany in an effective 
political and military Western bloc. 

'.rhe USSR is unlikely to conclude a separate peace 
treaty wi.th the East German Government (GDR) in the 
near future unless the Western Powers sign a separate 
peace agreement with West Germany. The USSR could, 
however, take action short of a formal peace treaty, such 
as a declared termination of the state of war. Any ad
vantages accruing to the USSR from a separate peace 
treaty at this ti.me would be limi.ted to propaganda and the 
enhancement of the prestige of the National Front and the 
GDR. Moreover, the conclusi.on by the USSR of a separate 
treaty with East Germany would weaken the Soviet claim, 
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based on the Yalta and Potsdam agreements, to a voice in 
.West Germariy and the Ruhr. The Kremlin may also be 
reluctant to conclude a separate peace treaty in the belief 
that it would lead to the alignment of West Germany with 
a Western political and military bloc. 

Continuation of present Soviet tactics in Germany 
will lead to further political consolidation in East Germany 
resulting, for all practical: purposes, in a one-party system 
by the time of the scheduled October 1950 elections. At the 
same time, continued efforts will be made to expand and 
strengthen the East German internal security force, The 
USSR is unlikely to undertake actual troop withdrawal or 
rectification of the Oder-Neisse line, in order to enhance 
Soviet-Communist appeal in Germany. The current Soviet 
attitude toward the German problem, combined with con
tinued harassing actions in Berlin, also reduces the likeliJ,.. 
hood of an early Soviet offer to reopen Four Power nego
tiations on Germany. The city of Berlin will remain a · 
"special situation" for the USSR and will probably be sub
jected to increased economic and political pressure in the 
near future, 
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164. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 31 March 1950, China: Military Plans
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Military Plans Despite repeated reports that the 
Chinese Communists are preparing 

for a large military campaign aimed at gaining control 
over all of Southeast Asia, U is unlikely tqat·such a 
campaign will be launched in the near future. The 
primary objective of the Communists in China for 1950 
continues to be the complete elimination of all Nationalist 
resistance and the extension of Communist control over 
all territories formerly held by the Nationalists. Present 
international Communist strategy, formulated and announced 
by the USSR and endorsed by the Chinese Communist Party, 
does not envisage the employment of the regul~r armed 
forces of a Communist nation for large-scale operations as 
a means of gaining control over non-Communist nations. 
Moreoverj a military adventure by the Chinese Communists 
into Southeast Asia would contribute little to an early solu
tion of the economic difficulties which derive at least in 
part fr.om the Nati.onalist blockade and air attacks. Despite 
reported Communist dissension over such matters as the 
degree of subservience to the USSR, policy toward the West 
and methods to alleviate peasant unrest, there is no con
clusive evidence of disagreement concerning the· necessity 
for early occupation of Taiwan and Hainan and the elimination 
of the·Nationa.Ust Navy and Air Force. 

- 11 -
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FOREWORD 

The subject matter of the present estimate 
has been under consideration since October 
1949. At the outset, representatives of all the 
agencies concerned agreed that, as a basis for 
ootimating the effects of the Soviet possession 
of the atomic bomb upon the probability of 
direct Soviet military action, it was essential 
to re-examine carefully the proQlem of over
all Soviet objectives and "intentions. The ex
amination of this problem, as well as of the 
related problems of the effects of the Soviet 
atomic bomb upon the probablllty of war and 
upon the security of the US, revealed wide dif
ferences in attitude and· opinion among the 
intelligence . agencies. The examination of 
these problems also brought to light many 
operational and policy questions of far-reach
ing importance that will require some ti.me to 
resolve and which are in large part beyond the 
cognlzance of the filtelligence agencies. 

A CIA draft was submitted to the IAC agen
eles on 10 February 1950. From the com
ments made by the IAC agencies on this draft 
it was apparent that no early agreement 
could be reached. . In view of the time already 
elapsed and the broader significance of many 
of the issues that emerged during the study, 

CIA considered that it was more Important 
to publish this pa~ at this time than to at
tempt the time-consuming, if not impossible, 
task of obtaining agreement: It ~nsidered, 
furthermore, that it would be more 1iseful to · 
publish a straightforward point of view, ac
companied by contrary opinions, than to pre
sent a watered-down version. 

Insofar as was possible in good conscience, 
the 10 February CIA draft bas been modified 
in consideration of the comments received 
from the IAC agencies, particularly to clarify 
passages regarding. which agency comment 
revealed evident misunderstanding. This re
vised estimate is now presented with the final 
comments of the IAC agencies thereon. 

The Director of Intelligence, Atomic Energy 
Commission, has concurred in tpis estimate. 
The several dissents of the intelligence or
ganizations of the Departments of State, the 
Army, the Navy, and the Air Force are to be 
found in Appendixes A, B, C, and D respec
tively (pp. 29-36). It should be noted that 
these· dissents are on various grounds and 
that the several departmental agencies dis-. 
agree among themselves as well as with CIA. 

This paper is to be considered as an interim 
report. The subject is under continuing ur
gent consideration in an effort to obtain the 
greatest possible resolution of these differ
ences, and a subsequent report will be pub
lished when this has·been accomplished. 

1 
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ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECTS OF THE SOVIET POSSESSION OF THE 
ATOMIC BOMB UPON THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED 

STATES AND UPON THE PROBABILITIES OF DIRECT 
SOVIET MILITARY ACTION 

I. Statement of the Problem. 

To estimate the effects of the Soviet posses
sion of the atomic bomb upon the security of 
the United States and upon the probabilities 
of direct Soviet military action. 

II. Discussion. 

1. Soviet atomic capabilities (see Enclosure 
A). 

2. Estimate of basic Soviet intentions and 
objectives. particularly with respect to the use 
of military force (see Enclosure B). 

3. Effects of the possession of the atomic 
bomb upon the USSR and ~ts policy (see En
closureC). 

4. Effects outside the USSR of Soviet atomic 
capabilities (see Enclosure D). 

Ill. Summary and Conclusions. 

1. Souiet Atomic Capabilities. 
a. It is estimated tentatively that the USSR 

will probably have a stockpile of 100 atomic 
bombs, approximately as destructive as the 
Nagasaki bomb, some time during 1953. 

ll. On even less certain grounds it is esti
mated that the USSR will. probably have a 
stockpile of 200 bombs some time between 
mid-1954 and the end of 1955. 
. c. The USSR either has or can easily pro

duce enough TU-4's (B-29's) and trained 
crews willing and able to attempt the delivery 
against all key US targets any number of 
at.omic bombs the USSR can produce. 

d. Preliminary and highly tentative US esti
mates indicate that an atomic attack of ap
proximately 200 bombs delivered on pre-

scribed targets might prove decisive in knock-
. ing the US out of a war. There is at present 
no reliable estimate of the size of the stock
pile required to insure the delivery of 200 
bombs on the prescribed targets. (For more 
detailed analysis, see Enclosure A.) 

2. Soulet Intentions tz1Zd Objectives in Re
lation to th8 Probabilities of War. 

Before attempting to estimate the effect of 
the Soviet possession of the atomic bomb upon 
the probabilities ~f war, we believe it timely 
to re-examine basic Soviet objectives in the 
world situation, as the Kremlin conceives it, 
and to estimate them~ which the Kremlin 
deems appropriate for their accomplishment, 
with particular reference to the use of mili
tary force. Our conclusions, as they apply 
to the probabilities of war. apart from any con
sideration of the atomic bomb, are given ~ _ 
low: 

a. The basic objective of Soviet foreign pol
icy is clearly the attainment of a Communist 
world under Soviet domination. · In pursuit 
of this objective, the USSR regards the US as 
its major opponent and will wage against it 
a relentless, unceasing struggle in which any 
weapon or tactic is admissible which promises 
81.lCCeSS in terms of over-all 8ouiet objectives. 
Nothing in the subsequent analysis, therefore, 
should be interpreted to imply that Soviet 
leaders would not resort to military action 
at any time they considered it advantageous 
to do so. The purpose of this analysis is ob
jectively to estimate the methods which Soviet 
leaders are likely to consider advantageous in 
terms of their over-all objectives and the cir
cumstances under which they might consider 

Note: For the position of the other Intelligence agencies with respect to this paper, see "Fore~ 
word" on preceding page. 

T~CRET . 3 
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a resort to military action 
tageous or necessary. 

either adL' of war, the economic and political disintegra-

b. There would appear to be no firm basis 
for an assumption that the USSR presently 
intends deliberately to use military force to 
attain a Communist world or :fUrther to ex~ 
pand 13oviet territ.ory if this involves war with 
a potentitrJJ,y stronger US. An analysis of the 
staifnist concepts which motivate Soviet lead
ers, as opposed. to an interpretation of thelr 
motives and actions in the light of Western 
concepts, suggests strongly that the preferred 
objective of Soviet policy is to ·achieve a Soviet
dominated Communist world through revolu
tionary• rather than military means. · Anal
ysis of Soviet foreign policy likewise indicates 
that Soviet statesmen are following Stalinist 
doctrines and tactics in conducting Soviet in
ternational relations in the interest of the 
world revolution. 

c. Soviet leaders, however, are thoroughly 
aware of the fact that they are pursuing their 
revolutionary objectives within the context of 
a traditional world power conflict. They are 
responsive in this context to the expansionist 

· aims and the security requirements of the pre
ceding imperial Russian regime. Their esti
mate of the objectives and behavior of the 
Western Powers, however, probably is still de
termined primarily by the Stalinist concept 
of a capitalist-imperialist world ruled by ml1i
tary: force which will eventually be used 
against the Soviet Union. To ensure the pro
tection of the base of the revolutionary move
ment in the USSR, therefore, they must main
tain invincible military strength and use di
plomacy to improve the strategic position of 
the USSR in relation to the world power situ
ation as well as to further their revolutionary 
objectives. At the same time they recognize 
fully the value of the threat of Soviet military 
power as an adjunct to their revolutionary 
program. 

d. The presently active Soviet threat to US 
security, therefore, while including the ever
present danger inherent in Soviet military 
power, appears to be a ~t intention and 
determination to hasten, by every means short 

• The term "revolutionary" i8 used to connote all 
means short of all-out war involving the US. 

tion of the non-Communist world wliich So
viet leaders firmly believe will inevitably come 
about according to the Marxist concept of 
the- laws of hist.orical development. In view 
of the magnitude of the economic, political, 
and social problems facing the non-Commu
nist world today, it is unlikely that Soviet 
leaders will lose confidence in the validity of 
this Marxist concept until the non-Communist 
world has demonstrated over a consideraole · 
period of time that it can reverse the trends 
of the last forty years and re-establish a stable 
and self-confident international economic, 
political, and social order. The first line of 

.. US def~ in this context, therefore, is the 
rest.oration of international stability and the 
maintenance of a sound internal ·structure. 

· e. In terms of this approach to their objec
tives, the role presently assigned by Soviet 
leaders to Soviet military ·power appears to 
be: (1) defense in the world power situation, 
accompanied by preparations for the eventu
ality· of- war; (2) intimidation in support of 
their revolutionary program; and (3) where 
consistent with their objectives, local use 
against military and eeonomic fQrces already 
weakened by Communist subversion but not 
in aggression that would aut.omatically in
volve war with the US. Even if the USSR 
should gain military superiority (ie., in over
all military potential) over ·the US and its 
allies, it is estimated- that so long as tt deems 
the opportunity to exist it will still prefer to 
seek its objectives by exploiting measures 
short of an all-out attack. 

/. Although the USSR may hope and intend 
to pursue its objectives by measures short of 
war, at least until it has military superiority 
over the US and its allies, there is neverthe
less a continuing danger of war, based upon 
the following considerations: 

(1) The strength of Soviet military forces 
in being and the aggressive Soviet revoluti~n
ary program require that the US maintain a 
strong military and strategic posture. Were 
it not for the likelihood of US intervention, 
the USSR, when the situation was ripe, would 
probably use its military forces in actual in
tervention, progressively to support the ac-

TO~RET 
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cession to power of Communist parties in. the 
states directly beyond its area of control. Cor
respondingly, internal resistance to the rise 
of Communism in these areas would weaken 
without the support of a strong US. 

. (2) The USSR, with its doctrinaire concepts 
of capitalist behavior and its hyper-sensi.ti~ 
ness over security, may interpret, as potenti
ally aggressive, future steps which the US and 
the other Western Powers might take to im• 
prove their defensive position against the 
threat inherent in Soviet military power. 
Similarly, continuing Soviet successes in the 
"cold war," accompanied by an increasing em
phasis on US and Western military prepara
tions, could well· create a situation in which 
the USSR would estimate that the Western 
Powers were determined to prevent the future 
spread of Communism by military action 
against the USSR. It is always possible, 
therefore, that the USSR would initiate a war 
if it should estimate that a Western attack 
was impending. 

(3) The basic Soviet concept of hostility 
(the "cold war") as the normal relationship 
between the Soviet Union and the non-Com
munist states, .operating as it does against a 
background of a power conflict in which each 
side is armed and suspicious ·of the aims of 
the other, creates a situation in which miscal
culations or diplomatic impasses might result 
in war. Furthermore, as the Soviet military 
potential increases relative to that of the US 
an~ its allies, the USSR will probably be will
ing to take greater risks than before in its ex
ploitation of diplomatic opportunities or revo
lutionary situations. 

( 4) If, after gaining military superiority 
(i.e., in over-all military potential) over the 
US and its allies, Soviet leaders should lose 
confidence in the Marxist concept of the in
evitable disintegration of the capitalist world 
and hence in their ability ultimately to attain 
their objectives by means short of war, the 
temptation to resort to military action against 
the US and its allies might well prove irresist
ible. This conclusion shou1.d be qualified in 
the light of the possibilities inherent in atomic 
wart are, as discussed in the following section. 
(For more detailed anaiysis, see Enclosure B.) 

5 

3. Effects of the Soviet Possession of the 
Atomic Bomb upon the Probabilities of War. 

It is not yet possible to estimate with any 
precision the effects of the Soviet possession 
of the atomic bomb upon the probability of 
war. The implications of atomic warfare-
either military or psychologieal---'have not yet 
been fully appraised. · In particular we have 
as yet no clear indications concerning the 
place of atomic warfare in Soviet military con
cepts or concerning ·the effect of US retaJia. 
tory capabilities upon any Soviet considera
tion of a deliberate and unprovoked. atomic 
attack upon the US. 

The capabilities of atomic warfare, however, 
clearly inject a new factor into an appraisal of 
Soviet Intentions which requires· the most 
careful evaluation and which, in any event, 
has vital implications for US defense plan
ning. Although, in general, it appears un
likely that the possession of the atomic bomb 
will alter the basic considerations-as out
lined ·abov~which underlie Soviet policy, a 
Soviet capability for effective direct attack 
upon the continental US must be considered 
to increase the danger that the USSR might 
resort to military action to attain its objec
tives. 

The military services have estimated that 
the destructive effect of atomic attack actually 
delivered upon selected targets in the US 
would be as follows: 

(a) 10-50 bombs. 
1. Would seriously hamper war mobiliza

tion and delay overseas shipments of US forces 
and material. 

2. Would delay or· reduce materially the 
scale of the US atomic retaliation. 

(b) 50-125 bombs. 
1. Would intensify the effects of (a)-1, 

above, and prevent the immediate launching 
of an atomic offensive against the USSR. 

(c) Up to 200 bombs. 
I. Reduce the US capability for an atomic 

offensive, possibly to a critical degree, and 
create conditions that might destroy the US 
capabilities for offensive war .. 

Atomic attack, therefore, introduces the 
possibility that the USSR under {a} and (b) 

TOrRET 
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above could seriously cripple the US and under 
(c) might well knock the US out of the W¥-

If, therefore, the USSR should estimate that 
it. bad the capability of making a crippling 
attack upon the US that would eliminate the 
us margin ()f over--all military superiority, 
the dangerthat war might develop either from 
a.Soviet estimate that a Westem attack was 
imminent, or from mlscalculations or Impass
es in the normal diplomatic maneuvering 
within the context of· the world power con
flict, would be increased. 

Similarly, a Soviet estimate that it could de
liver a decisive attack that would quickly 
knock the US out of the war would increase 
the possibility of a decision deliberately to 
resort to military action to eliminate the 
major obstacle to a Communist world. Such 
a decision, under these circumstances, might 
conceivably be made prior to a Soviet convic
tion that the USSR could not ultimately attain 
its objectives by means short of war. It could 
~Y be made prior to the attainment of 
superiority in over-all military. potential as 
e;9mpared with the US and its· allies. 

There is no present mea.J,lS, however, of de
termining _ with any accuracy whether the 
USSR is likely to estimate that it has the 
capabilities to accomplish the results indi
cated above. In fact, no realistic US estimate 
has yet been made of Soviet capabilities to 
deliver atomic bombs on targets in the U.S, 
taldng into account Soviet operational factors 
and US defensive capabilllie$. In terms of 
general Soviet objectives and the methods to 
which the USSR appears to be committed in 
attaining them, it would appear that Soviet 
leaders would require a high degree of cer
tainty before deliberately undertaking _the 
risk involved in a direct atomic attack in the 
face of the substantial US rebµiatory capa
bilities. The following conditions would prob
ably be essential to any such decision: 

(a) Virtual certainty of attaining surprise 
(only in this way could the indicated results 
be achieved). 

(b) Virtual certainty that effective US re
taliation could be prevented. (Although the 
US may appear more vulnerable to atomic 
attack than the USSR, in terms of large _con
centrations of population and industry, the 

Soviet regime itself is probably peculiarly vul
nerable to atomic attack. As a dictatorship, 
all elements of Soviet control are centered in 
Moscow. Initiative throughout the lower 
echelons and the provincial officialdom fs non
existent. The destruction of the control cen
ter, many of the leaders, and the means of 
communication might therefore lead to com
plete disintegration and revolution.) 

(c) A more effective means of delivery than 
the TU-4 (B-29). (If there are doubts about 
the ability of the B-36 to deliver the atom 
bomb against• the USSR, how. much greater 
the doubts that the Soviet B-29 could deliver 
it successfully against an effective and alert 
US defense.) . 

The greatest danger that; the Soviet atomic 
capability would lead to overt Soviet military 
action would appear, therefore, to·derlve from 
a Soviet estimate that it could launch a suc
cessful surprise attack that would seriously 
cripple or virtually eliminate US retaliatory 
capabilities. -The likelihpod that the USSR 
will reach such an estimate will vary inversely 
in relation to the effectiveness and alertness 
of the US defenses against such an attack, 
and to possible measures taken to make US 
retaliatory bases and equipment immune to 
attack. 

In terms of. the above analysis, present US 
estimates of destructive effects (given above) 
of varying numbers of atomic bombs actually 
delivered on selected targets in the US, com
bined with US estimates of the Soviet atomic 
bomb production schedule, can fumish only 
the roughest guide as to the timetable of theo
retical Soviet capabilities. 

On this tentative basis it. is estimated that 
beginning shortly after 1 January 1951 the 
USSR will begin to build up a theoretical 
capability for launching a progressively 
crippling attack upon the US. 

On the same basis, it is estimated that at 
some indeterminate time after mid-1954 the 
USSR will have the theoretical capability 
of delivering 200 atomic bombs on targets 
in the US which might well constitute 
a "decisive" attack, ie., with respect to the 
ability of the US to wage offensive warfare. 

It appears imperative from the foregoing 
that an effort be made to determine Soviet 
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capabilities on the most realistic basis, that ; c. While the outlawing of the use of the 
bomb might be militarily advantageous to the 
USSR, in terms of operations in Europe or 
Asia, the USSR may estimate that the polit
ical and psychological advantages of retain
ing the threat of atomic warfare outweigh the 
militacy advantages of excluding it. When 
the USSR acquires what it considers an opera
tional stockpile of bombs, its capabilities for 
employing threats and intimidation through 
diplomatic channels in an effort to detacli in
dividual states from the Western bloc will be 
considerably increased. With the exception 
of the UK, the US, and possibly Japan, how
ever, this increased capability will not result 
from apprehension on the part of thes~ states 
that they will-be directly attacked with atomic 
bombs, but rather from the increased Soviet 
military capabilities vis-a-vis the US and from 

· general apprehension concerning the effects 
of an atomic war. The USSR could not ex
pect that the threat of direct atomic attack 
would carry particular weight against those 
states which estimated that a Soviet attack 
would bring the US into a war and that under 
those circumstances their territories would 
not- be of sufficient strategic importance to 
justify the use against them of the limited 
Soviet supply of atomic bombs. 

is, in terms of Soviet operational factors and 
US defensive capabilities. For if it is deter
mined that an atomic attack could knock the 
US out of a war, the implication would be that 
the •atomic bomb . is, after all, an "absolute 
weapon.". Such a conclusion would have vast 
implications for US foreign policy and for 
the composition of the entire US ~tacy es
tablishment. 

4. Possible Soviet Courses of Action with 
Respect to Its Atomic Capabilities-Short of 
Direct Attaclc. 

The precise effects of the Soviet atomic 
capabilities upon the security of the US will 
depend in part upon how the USSR chooses 
to use them. Consideration must be -given 
to several alternative courses of action that 
are available to the USSR, and to the fact 
that we have no information on the Soviet 
evaluation of atomic warfare in terms of the 
effects upon the USSR of US atomic capabiJ.i
ties. 

a. Possession of the atomic bomb has not 
yet produced any apparent change in Soviet 
policy. or ~. and probably will not do so 
at least through 1950. The USSR has merely 
integrated the "bomb" into its general propa
ganda and its "peace offensive." It will prob
ably in any event continue to stir up mass 
opinion in the West against rearmament and 
against the use of atomic weapons in the event 
of war. In this way it may hope to create 
sufficient public pressure on the Western gov
ernments to neutralize the US bomb. 

b. It would appear that on balance the de
struction of existing stockpiles of atomic 
bombs and the barring of further production 
would be militarily advantageous to the 
USSR, except with respect to the possibility of 
a direct Soviet attack upon the continental 
US. Soviet considerations of security and 
national sovereignty probably preclude the 
possibility of an agreement for the control of 
atomic eriergy production that would meet 
the current requirements of the Western 
Powers, but the USSR ~y renew pressure 
for an international agreement to outlaw the 
use of the atomic bomb in warfare. 

(For more detailed analysis, see Enclosure 
C.) 

5. Effects of Soviet Possession of the Atomic 
Bomb upon the Security of the US. 

a. Assuming the continued stockpiling of 
bombs by the USSR and th~ us, Soviet atomic 
capabilities have the following military im
plications for the security of the US in the 
event of war. · 

(1) The continental US will be for the first 
time liable to devastating attack. This has 
vital implications for the mobilization of the 
us war potential. 

(2) The Soviet atomic capabj.lity would ap
pear to make it imperative not orily that US 
defenses against atomic attack, particularly 
the requirements for air defense, be greatly 
strengthened, but that steps be taken to mak!l 
US retaliatory bases and equipment, in part 
at· least, invulnerable to surprise attack. 
These measures are clearly essential to the 

TO/cRET 
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preservation of US retaliatory capabilities 
which in turn wouid contribute the greatest 
deterrent to a Soviet attack. · 

(3) If it is accepted, on the basis of a realis
tic estimate, that an atomic attack could 
knock the us out Of a war, the fmplicatlon 
would appear to be "that the atomic bomb :Is 
after all an "absolute weapon." The accept
ance of this implication wouJd in tum have 
vital implications with regard to the composi
tion of the entire US mllitary establishment. 

(4) The Soviet military potential :Is in-
creased. . 

(5) The loss of the US monopoly of the 
atomic· bomb has reduced the effectiveness 
both militarily and psychologically of the US 
commitment to defend the UK and Western 
Europe. . 

(6) The US has lost its capability Of mak
ing a decisive atomic attack upon the war
making potential of the USSR without dan
ger· of reta.Uation in kind 

('1) Soviet possession of the atomic bomb 
would seri9usly affect US capabilities for air 
operations· from the UK or other advanced 
bases and for amphibious operations against 
the European continent or other areas ·within 
range of Soviet attack. 

(8) Soviet atomic retaliatory capabilities 
raise the question as to whether it is militarily 
desirable for the US to base its strategic plans 
upon the use of the atomic bomb except in re
taliation against a Soviet attack. (In view 
of the preponderance of its conventional mili
tary forces and the damage it would sustain 
from a US atomic attack, the USSR might 
consider it advantageous not to use the bomb 
first and hope thereby to forestall the US use 
of the bomb.) 

(9) If the use. of the atomic bomb were 
elintinated, US strategic concepts for the con
duct of a war with the USSR would have to be 
drastically revised 

(10} Should an international agreement be 
reached to outlaw the use of the atomic bomb 
the USSR would be in a better strategic posi
tion than the US. We can probably assume 
that the USSR would not hesitate to violate 
the agreement in the event of war if it consici
ered it advantageous to do so, while the US 

would abide by the agreemen.t. Under these 
circumstances the USSR .would have the op
tion of using the bomb or not, according to its 
strategic plans, and thereby acquire the initia
tive. If neither side used the bomb, the US 
would lose its capabilities for immediate ef
fective attack upon the Soviet military poten
tial, . and the USSR's relative capabilities 
would be increased through the preponder-

. ance of its conventional military strength. 

b. The political and psychological effects on 
US security of a continuing Soviet atomic ca
pability are estimated as follows: 

(1) The possession of the bomb and the re
sultant increase in Soviet military power will 
increase somewhat the effectiveness of ·Soviet 
subversive activities and propaganda in the 
·"cold war." · 

(2) Through 1950 at least, Soviet posses
sion of the bomb will not cause any change 
in the present alignment of the principal na
tions, or in the support of current US pro
grams to counter Soviet aggression, It will 
probably result, however, in demands from 
Western. Europe for larger amounts of US 
equipment .and for further us commitments 
for the active defense of Westem Europe •• 

(3) The UK, because of its extreme vulner
ability to atomic attack, may become some
what cautious about joining with the US in 
any actions which the UK estimated might 
provoke the USSR into using anned force 
against the Western Powers. It will continue 
through 1950 at least, however, to base its for
eign policy on a close US-UK strategic and 
economic relationship. 

(4) The longer-range effects of Soviet 
atomic capabilities upon the political align- . 
ment of the non-Communist states will de
pend in the first instance upon the extent and 
soundness of European economic and military 
recovery and upon the policy and strength of 
the US. If present efforts to restore the eco
nomic and military strength of Western Eu
rope fall short of their goals, there will de
velop a strong, though not necessarily de
cisive, movement for accommodation or neu
trality. If at the same tbne, there should be 
indications of a serious weakening in US 
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strength or in US commitments to resist So-. a. Increasing fear of the effects of an 
viet aggression. the movement for accommo-. atomic struggle may have produced in all 
dation or neutrality would probably become countries, but particularly in the UK, US, and 
decisive. . Japan, an irresistible, organized popular de-

Assuming that US support of its NAT allies mand for renewed efforts to bring about an 
and.Japan remains firm and that the eco- agreement between the US and the USSR for 
nomic and military recovery of Europe is ac- at least the prohibition of the use of atomic 
complished on a firm and stable basis, there weapons. If, under these ~ces. this 
will be a strong probability that the non- objective were not attained, it must be consid
Soviet states. including the UK and Japan, ered possible that the UK and Japan, because 
will remain firm in their alignments with the of their extreme vulnerability, could be de
us if the Soviet Union should threaten atomic tached from the US camp and that the US 
warfare when it has attained an operational public might force an accommodation with 
stockpile of bombs, or if a deterioration in re- the USSR.· 
lations between the USSR and . the Western b. The concept may become generally ac
Powers suggested ·that an atomic war was Im- eepted that the threat of mutual retaliation 
minent. In the latter circumstances, the UK will preclude the use of the bomb by either 
would be strongly influenced by its appraisal side. Undei;: these circumstances the effect 
of the issues at stake; it would not be inclined of Soviet atomic capabilities would be neg-
to follow the US unless it considered these is- ligible. · 
sues vital to its security. c. The present public attitude of indiffer-

In the final a,nalysis, however, the future enee or relative unconcern may continue; or 
public appraisal of the significance of the a strong determination to resist, regardless of 
atomic bomb will probably be the determining consequences, may develop. Under either of 
factor on the will to resist. It is impossible these circumstances, the countries concerned 
at this time to predict with any assurance would probably stand firm in their alignment 
what this appraisal will be. In general, three with the US. 
alternative trends appear possible in the in- (Ff:?r more detailed analysis, see Enclosure 
terim.. D.) 
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APPENDIX A 

DISSENT BY THE INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION, DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

The Intelligence Organization of the De
partment of State dissents from the subject 
paper. 

The subject paper indicates that, except 
under extreme-and apparently unlikely
circumsta.nces, the USSR will ·not deliber
ately employ military force in its struggle 
against the US. _ 

We do not possess evidence which suggests 
that the USSR · is now planning to launch 
a military attack on the US. Neither do we 
possess evidence, or have reason to believe, 
that at any given date the USSR will with 
certainty decide to launch a military assault 
on the US, 

We do not consider, however, that lack of 
evidence of a Soviet intention to use military 
force on the US can be taken as evidence of 
the absence of such a Soviet intention. · 

The subject paper states that "the burden 
of proof' of a Soviet intention to resort to 
world military conquest "lies on those who 
would assert'' that this is the Soviet intention. 

We believe that this statement reflects a 
fundamental misunderstanding of the prob
lem which faces us at the present time. It is 
accepted by all intelligence agencies of· the 
government that the Soviet Union's basic ob
jective is to establish a Communist world 
under Soviet domination. It is also accepted 
that Soviet leaders will employ any methods 
and tactics which in their mind offer promise 
of success. 

Prior to the Soviet development of an 
atomic weapon it was generally agreed that 
an early Soviet military attack on the West 
was unlikely, if not precluded, because of the 
preponderance of strength which its economic 
potential and its atomic monopoly gave the 
West. With Soviet possession of an atoIJlic 
weapon this particular assumption obviously 
is subject to reconsideration. 

In the interest · of the . national security, 
therefore, we are faced with the necessity of 

answering the question: Is there evidence on 
the basis of which it can be assumed that 
Soviet leaders will not resort to military ac
. tion against the US now that they possess an 
atomic weapon? 

The subject paper recognizes many aspects 
of the crucially important potential of the 
A-bomb in expanding Soviet capabilities, but 
it fails to· bring into focus the problem of 
whether or not tl1is dev;.elopment will have a 
decisive effect on Soviet policy and intentions. 
While it recognizes numerous conditioning 
factors, it takes the position that the USSR 
is still unlikely to employ military force in its 
struggle with the West. This position is 
based upon arguments to the effect that a) 
Communist ideoJ.ogy rigidly prescribes re
liance upon the international Communist ap-
paratus rather than upon employment of So
viet armed forces for the attainment of a 
Communist world dominated by the USSR, 
and b) Russian imperial history reveals that 
Russian expansionism has traditionally been 
cautious and has not been pursued at the risk · 
of a military clash with a "major" power. 

Considering the import to US defense and 
foreign policy of an assurance that the USSR 
is not likely to resort to military action, we 
consider these arguments undependable. 

The first argument is in direct contradiction 
to earlier assertion in the CIA paper that the 
USSR in pursuit of its objective "will wage 
a-relentless, unceasing struggle [against the 
US] in which any weapon or tactic is admis
sible which promises success in terms of over
all Soviet objectives" and that nothing in the 
paper "should be interpreted to imply that 
Soviet leaders would not resort to military 
action at any time they considered it ad
vantageous to do so." Furthermore, this 
emphasis upon revolutionary policy not onlJ 
rests upon a doubtful interpretation of the 
extremely complex question of the role.of the 
USSR as the "first socialist state" in effecting 

TO~RET 29 
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world revolution, but also assumes a rigidity conclusions as to Soviet intentions regarding 
in tactics-in the means to be employed in the deliberate use of military force in the So-
reaching a fixed objectfye-comparable to the viet struggle against the non-Communist 
firmness with which that objective · itself is world. 
held, an assumption which ls demonstrably 
false. 

The ~nd argument, that a resort to mili
tary action by the USSR is precluded by the 
fact that Russia since time Jmmemorlal has 
been cautious in its foreign policy, is based 
upon a misreading of the actual historical 
facts. Russian history is characterized by 
neither recklessness nor caution in foreign 
affairs, but a mixture of recklessness and 
caution, depending upon the circumstances 
existing at a given time and on the make
up of the rulers in power. Russian rulers 
can no more be generally dubbed "cau
tious" than can the rulers of · Prussia. 
Moreover, it is questionable that the pattern 
of Russian history under the Tsars is in itself 
a safe guide by which· to predict· the actions 
of Soviet leaders. 

The danger of accepting these arguments 
as a basis for assuming the line of action 
which Soviet leaders will follow is illustrated 
by the subject paper itself. At a time when 
all evidence indicates increasingly militant 
activity on the part of the USSR in virtually 
all areas of the world, the paper asserts that 
"[the existing] situation is one in which both 
Russian tradition and Communist doctrine 
counsel patience and restraint, and it appears 
that the USSR is prepared to accept the status 
quo for the time being. The USSR can af
ford to be patient, being firmly convinced that 
time is on its side, that the conflicting inter
ests of the capitalist powers will prevent any 
truly dangerous development, and that the 
eventual ec'onomic collapse of the capitalist 
world will present new revolutionary· oppor- · 
tunities." 

The Intelligence Organization of the De
partment of State has reached the following 

1. There is at present no evidence which in
dicates a Soviet determination at any given 
ti.me ·to employ military force against the non
Communist world. 

2. The Soviet Union is, however, 'engaged 
in what is considers to. be a life-and-death 
struggle With the non-Communist world. In 
this struggle Soviet leaders can be expected 
to employ any weapon or tactic which prom
ises success. 

3. The only sound test by which to judge 
Soviet intentions to resort to military action 
is, therefore, the pragmatic test of whether or 
not such action would, at a given moment, ap
pear aavanta,geous to the Soviet Union. 

4,. Prior to Soviet development of an atomic 
weapon, all evidence Indicated that the pre
ponderance of strength enjoyed by the US in 
consequence of lts over-all economic superior
ity and its atomic monopoly made unlikely a 
Soviet estimate that it .would be to the ad
vantage of the USSR to resort to military 
action. 

5. Soviet development of an atomic weapon 
may have decisively changed this situation, 
particularly if surprise employment of the 
weapon could sharply reduce retaliatory ac
tion or make it impossible. 

The subject report does not effectively deal 
with this possibility of a change. We feel 
that the report confuses the issues on Soviet 
motives and leaves unclear the new balance 
of factors which will probably determine the 
Soviet estimate of the advantage the USSR 
could gain through a deliberate employment 
of military forces. 
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APPENDIX B 

DISSENT BY THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFf, 
G-2, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

-1. The Assistant Chief of ·staff, G-2, dis
sents with the subject paper •. It is reeoni
niended that this paper- be withdrawn and 
JIC 502 be substituted therefor as a basis for 

- resolving differences in attitude and opinion. 
The differences of opinion are considered to 
be so divergent that it is impractical to con
sider resolving them on the basis of the pres-
ent paper. , · 

2. This dissent is based on the following: 
a. The threat of Soviet aggression is mini

mized to the point where dissemination of the 
paper and its use for planning purposes could 
.seriously affect the security of the United 
States. A major portion of the paper is de
voted to developing the thesis that it is un
justifiable to ass'uni.e that the U.S.S.R. deft-

nitely intends to resort to military aggression 
involving the United States. . 'l,'lrls portion of 
the p~per is unrealistic and .not germane to 
the problem. 

The conclusions as they apply to the prob
abilities of war are developed apart from any 
consideration of the atomic bomb (p. 3, m, 
2, last sentence) in spite of the fact that the 
statement of the problem (p. 3, I) requires 
such consideration. 

b. The second major difference of opinion 
is the manner in which the subject matter 
contained in the enclosure is presented. Re
finements of logic and multiplicity of alterna
tives make the paper extremely difficult to 
understand. As a study, it fails to reach 
clear-cut conclusions. 

·~ 
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APPENDIX C 

DISSENT BY THE OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE 

1. The Office of Naval Intelligence dissents 
from ORE 91-49. · 

2. The discussion (enclosures A through D) 
is generally in accordance with ONI's views, 
but it is not considered that the Summary and 
Conclusions are properly drawn from the en
closures. The following comments are there
fore directed primarily toward the Summary 
and Conclusions: 

(a) There is no integrated analysis of what 
the effects of Soviet possession of atomic 
weapons will be. Instead. there is a.n exami
nation based on several mutually exclusive 
hypotheses. From these hypotheses one may 
choose estimates which range from no change 
in Soviet policy to basic and alarming changes 
in that policy. 

(b) It is noted that one ar~ent in ORE 
91-49 rests on extremely hypothetical specu
lations as to "what might happen" if the 

Soviet leaders abandoned their Marxist view 
of the eventual collapse of capitalism and 
imperialism.. There is at present no indica
tion that the Soviets are l~g confidence in 
their Marxist philosophy and, furthermore. 
there is no basis on which to predict what 
their policies might be should they abandon 
that philosophy. 

(c) The hypothesis that~ major war may 
result from miscalculation is considered, in 
the light of recent events, to be unrealistic. 
If either the U.S. or the USSR should let an 
incident or diplomatic impasse develop into 
a war, it is considered that such a war, as 
well as the incident or the impasse, would re
sult from a plan, not from a blunder. 

(d) In many instances ORE 91-49 exceeds 
the bounds of intelligence and draws infer
ences and conclusions of an ope1'!1tional and 
planning nature. · 

33 
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APPENDIX D 

DISSENT BY THE DIRECTOR OF INTELLIGENCE,. UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

1. The following comment concentrates on are at war right now, and that an all-out na-
the one point which the D/I, USAF, considers tional ~art designed to maintain permanent 
of such overriding importance as to make the military and political superiority over the So-
CIA estimate, ORE 91-49, dangerous as an in- viet Union, is required. 
telligence basis for ·national policy. 5. The paper begs the issue under discus-

2. The Director of Intelligence, USAF, be- · sion when it states that there appears "to be 
lieves the primary reason why the Kremlin no firm basis for an assumption that the USSR 
has not resorted to military action against the presently intends deliberately to use military 
United States to date is the fact that the force . . . if this involves war with a potenti-

. Kremlin has believed, and still continues to ally stronger U.S." Actually, there is a very 
believe. it is operating from an inferior power firm basis for the assumption that they would 
position. ORE 91-49, therefore, failed to do no such thing, simply because an aggres-
point out the full and true character of the sor has never resorted to war if he were sure 
Soviet threat. Unless the full and true char- that he wouid lose. The problem at issue is 
acter of this threat is pointed out, Soviet total (a) whether the acquisition of an atomic 
relative power may be permitted to grow to capability has provided the· Soviet Union for 
the point where the U.S. can no longer cope the first time in history with a clear-eut capa-
with it successfully. bility that would enable them to win the war 

3. Subject paper states that (a) the USSR against the U.S.; and (b) whether, under con-
regards the U.S. as its main opponent; (b) it ditions of atomic warfare, the lack of instantly 
will wage against the U.S. a relentless, un- available American military power vitiates 
ceasing struggle in which any weapon or tac- the importance of the great American war 

· tic is admissible; and (c) that nothing in the potential. Another no less important prob-
paper should be construed as implying that lem would be to determine how the Soviets 
"the Soviet leaders would not resort to mill- will integrate the atomic bomb into their tra-
tary action at any time they considered it ditional strategy and tactics. To this prob-
advantageous to do so." While these state- Iem ORE 91-49 does not address itself. 
ments, in the opinion of the D/I are correct 6. The D/I, USAF, sets forth the following 
as far as they go, the rest of the subject paper for the record: 
actually weakens and contradicts this original 
position. a. Communist thinking, from Marx to 

4. The paper completely misses the inter- Stalin, clearly recognizes the inter-relation-
relationship between war and revolution. It ship between war and revolution, and, specifi-
does not realize, as the Soviets do, that a great cally, the fact that no major revolution is 
power such as the U.S. cannot be overthrown feasible without war. 
by revolution alone but that revolution can b. The Soviets are clearly on record that (1) 
be the result only of a preceding war. It they consider the Soviet Union as an opera-
therefore overlooks the fact that Soviet policy tional base and (2) they consider the Red 
aims above all at preparing for the show-down Army as the main weapon of the proletariat. 
war against the United States. Therefore the The Soviets know that they have never ex-
first line of U.S. defense is not, as the paper panded beyond their frontiers without the 
suggests; the "restoration of international use of military means, i.e., all the territories 
stability and the maintenance of a sound in- taken by them were ta.ken by the Red Anny 
ternal structure" but is to recognize that we or a satellite force (Tito, Mao). 
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c. In .. Problems of Leninism", Stalin stated. 
clearly that capitalism can be overthrown 
only by violence, and ultimately only by war, 
Actually the theory that capitalism will fall 
of lts owti weight has never been Stalin's -idea, 

· and there is much evidence that he has op-
posed this concept as ideological "devlatlon-
fsm". . . 

d. The Soviets made a major contribution 
to the outbreak of World War II. They did 
nothing to prevent that war, and everything 
to make it a reality. 

e. There are numerous recent statements 

by Soviet authorities to the effect that World 
War I produced Communism in Russia; that 
World Warn produced eomm.un1sm·1n East
ern Europe and China; and that World War 
m . wm see the . victory of Communism 
throughout the world. · 

f. There is ample reason to believe that the 
Kremlin regards its growing atomic capabllity 
to '1e the major force which will eventually 
place them in position to liquidate tlle center 
of bard-core opposition-the United States-
utilizing all means at their disposal. including 
military action. 
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COMMUNISM IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

The Chinese Communist regime in Peiping is 
already taking acti.ve measures to·support the '«national 
liberation" movements throughout Southeast Asia. Moral 
and· material· aid is being furnished · tn varying degrees and 
ln genera.I the Chinese Communists are strengthening their 
ties with local Communist movements and are gradually 
welding the Overseas Chinese communities into usefW. 
instruments of Chlnese Communist policy·. The degree of 
~ommunist penetration and current trends in Chinese Com
munist relations with the several SoutheastAsian states are 
summa:rized below. 

Indochina Although the Ho regime has been receiving 
some support from the Chinese Communists 

in the form of arms deliveries and the free movement of 
resistance troops back and forth across the China border, 
there is no firm evidence that the Chinese Communists 
are moving their own troops across the border or planning 
to do so in the near future, Politically, the Chinese Com .. 
mun.ists and the Ho regime have accorded each other de 
jure recognition, but have not as yet exchanged diplomatic 
mi.ssions or concluded any form of treaty or agreement. 
Steps may soon be taken (or may already be in process} to 
formalize these relations; when this occurs, Chinese Com• 
muniSt ~upport for the Ho forces will probably increase. 

Thailand Thailand has not recognized the Peiping regime 
and has shown, of late, a rather firm disposition 

to :resist Communist psychological pressure. The Peiping 
:regime does not appear especially interested in establishing 
diplomatic relations with Thailand, eventhough such a move 
could facilitate the acquisition of Thai rice. Within Thailand, 

,.SFC:R.il'P -
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as elsewhere in Southeast Asia, the Overseas Chinese 
community continues to be a special target of Chinese 
·Communist propaganda and organizational activity. 
Communist agents are proce·eding with a program of 
infiltration, not only of the Chinese community, but also 
of trade unions, youth groups, and other organizations 
which can be exploited to the disadvantage and embarr~ss
ment of the Thai Government. If Thailand should receive 
US military aid or participate in a non-Communist asso
ciation of Asiatic states, the Chinese Communists would 
increase their pressure on Thailand through propaganda, 
and possibly through the stimulation of internal disturbances. 

Malaya There is evidence that the Chinese Communists 
have been infiltrating agents into Malaya to sup• 

port the terrorist movement and to gain influence in trade 
unions and other organizations. The Malayan Chinese, wtio 
make up nearly half the total population of the Malayan 
peninsula, are responding favorably to Chinese Communist 
· efforts to win support and sympathy for Peiping, and ·the 
morale of the terrorists appears to have risen somewhat 
as a result of.the growjng prestige and aggressiveness of 
the Chinese Communists. Chinese Communist support 
for the "liberation" movement in Malaya, however, is 
complicated by the fact that the terrorist org:anization 
is composed almost exclusively of Chinese and is opposed 
as much by the native Malayans as by the British, with 
the result that Communist propaganda in favor of Malayan 
nationalism has a rather hollow sound. The campaign to 
win the Chinese half of the population to the! Communist 
cause will continue in vigorous· fashion and will succeed 
in proportion as the Peiping regime can solve its internal 
problems and maintain the prestige of a dynamic political 
movement. There is, however, no early prospect that the 
Chinese Communists will recognize the terrorists as the 
''government" of the Malayan peninsula, 

- 6 -
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Burma Burma recognized the Chinese Communist 
regime on 17 December 1949, but the esiab

lishment of diplomatic relations between the two govern
ments has not yet been accomplished. As ~ result of the 
establishment of a "purified'' Burmese Communist regime 
at Prome, the Peiping regime may stall on the formalization 
of its relations ·with Burma in the hope that the Prome regime 
survives and flourishes. Peiping may then recognize that 
regime as the Hgovernment'' of Burma, and ignore the 
Rangoon authorities altogether. 

Indonesia Although the USI on 4 April 1950 received a 
communication from Peiping expressing the 

Chinese Communist,s' willingness to establish diplomatic re
lations with the new republic, and Premier Hatia expressed 
agreement to such a step, the Chinese Communists have made 
_ no- further moves in this direction, nor have they given any 
publicity to the matter. Despite internal instability, the USI 
does not appear to be vulnerable in any important degree to 
armed Communist activity, nor could armed groups receive 
significant assisiance from the Asiatic mainland. Communist 
strategy for the USI appears to turn on the establishment of 
diplomatic relations with Jakaria and the eventual siaffing 
of Soviet and Chinese Communist mi.ssions there, from which 
organizational and propaganda work will be carried on among 
both the Overseas Chinese and native Communist and leftist 
movements. The USI will delay the actual exchange of diplo
matic missions with both the. USSR and the Peiping regime as 
long as possible because of a keen awareness among many -US..I 
officials of the dangers of allowing Communist officials from 
abroad to establish direct contact with local dissi.dent elements. 
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The Philippines The Philippine Government has not re -
cognized the Chinese Communist regime 

and has given no indication that it will do so in the near future. 
· The Philippine response to 'the establishment of a Communist 

state on the Chinese mainland has been mainly one of fear that 
the Overseas Chinese in the Philippines would align themselves 
with the Chinese Communists and become a meenacing fifth 
column within the islands. The Quirino regime has taken steps 
to restrict Chinese immigration sharply and to deport Chinese 
who are under suspicionfor illegal entry or subversive acti
vities. There are some indications that.the civ.il liherties of 
the Chinese- community may be ser-wus_ly abri~ed, a develop
ment which would draw the full wrath of the Chinese Communist 
propaganda machine. While conclusive evidence of direct 
Chinese Communist support for the local Huk rebellion in 
the Philippines is lacking, it is almost certain that some 
liaison exists. 

- 8 -
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SECRET-

FAR EAST 

CHINA 

Party Purge Friction between the Stalinist leadership 
and anti-Stalinist factions in the middle 

echelo~ of the Chinese Communist Party may soon lead 
to a public purge of selected anti.;.Stalinist Party figures. 
TheJj i:S no reliable evidence, however, that the purge will 
extend fu the Politburo or to the major Chinese Communist 
mut~ry ~ommanders. ' 

· :Party Chairman Mao Tse .-tung has not wavered in 
his Stalinist orientation and his leadel'§h,ip does not appear 
to be AA;lllenged ·either by such firm Staliniets as. the Party's 
numb~1' :two man, Liu Shao-chi, or sucn. allegedly lukewarm 
Staluµsts as Chou En~Iat. Even if a dispute should arise in 
the Politl>uro, it would probably be resolved, as in th.e past, 
without violence, 

· · .Withbl the Pa,:ty~~ miliiary hierarchy, it is not 
known whether any of the major field commanders are in 
fact anti-Stalinist. These military leaders, owing to the 
size and importance of their various commands, are still 
in a strong position in relation to the non-military Party 
leadership, and the Peiping regime will probably proceed with 
caution in efforts to restrict and reduce their authority further. 
None of the military leaders seems a likely candidate for purg~ 
ing at least until the completion of military operations against 
the Nationalists, which should see them safely through 1950. 
BeyonJi that time, Peiping will presumably be reluctant to take 
action against any one of the military leaders until assured 

of the, flcl~lity or neutrality of all the rest, and until con
vinced that political indoctrination has made the troops loyal 
primarily to Peiping rather than to·their old commanders. 
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